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P REFACE.

The following collection of cases has been prepared, at the
request of seYeral leading educators, to accom1)any the writer~s
treatise on the law of agency, the purpose being to illustrate the
text by object lessons gathered from the repoTts. Notbiug in the
way of annotation has been attempted, bej'Ond an occasional reference to similar cases, as it is thought that the text of the ti-enLise
supplies all that is needed in that direction. To make a selection of cases from the great number upon the subject is a dj[Jcnlt
task and one in reference to which opinions will necessarily differ.
The attempt here has been to select such as contained clear statements of the principles or furnished striking illustrations of them,
and were not too much inYolved with other matters or too long for
reproduction. Some cases which might otherwise have appeared
have been omitted because the substance of them has been sufficiently stated in the text or notes of the treatise. In many cases
matters inelevant to this subject have been omitted. Cases on
the law of master :md servant have also been omitted> as they
sufficiently appear in other available collections. Many of the
cases given are too recent to constitute what may be termed leading cases, nor has there been any attempt to include all that might
pToperly be so designated. As the -volume is intended primarily
for the use of students, for whom the making of their own
abstracts is a most valuable exercise, the cases are printed without bead notes. It is believed, however, that they will be thereby
rendered no less useful to others who may desire to consult them,
as a fnll index furnish es a ready guide to their contents.
Acknowledgments are especia1ly due to Professor Frnncis .M.
Burdick, of Columbia College, who kindly volunteered to furnisb
a list of the cases used by him in that institution.
F. R. M.
UNIVERSITY OF :MIOBlGAN,

Ann Arbor, October l, 1898.
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Giffard: Nor was it necessary in order to create the relation
of master and servant. In Rex i·s. Ward, 8 Carr. & P. 154, it
was held that an extra collector of poor rates, whose rem uneration
was paid out of the parish fund by a per centage on his collections, was a servant or clerk within the meaning of the statute
39 Geo. III. c. 85; and Regina vs. Callaglian, Gow. N. P. Oas.
168, also shows that a narrow construction must not be put upon
the words "clerk or ser.-ant."
The question is whether it wus impossible to say, upon thia
evidence, that the prisoner was a senant. Unless it was, the
conviction mnst be supported, for the question was left by the
judge on the trial to the jury, and they found that the prisoner
was a servant. The objection that he could not be servant to
more than one person is answered by the decision in Regina v1.
Bailey, Dearsly & Bell, 121.
M' Intyr~ (in reply) : In Regina vs. Wortley there was a direct
and distinct contract to serve as "bailiff," and that case is therefore entirely distinguishable from the present. The great distinction between this case and all the cases cited is, that the
prisoner had the entire authority over the goods, which were under
his control, and this makes him a factor and. not a servant.
Cur. adv. vult.
The judgment of the court was delivered, on the 1st of May,
1858, by POLLOCK, C. B. : We are of opinion that the evidence in
this case did not establish that the prisoner was the servant of the
prosecutors, and that the relation shown to have existed between
them was rather that of principal and agent. We therefore think
this conviction muat be quashed.
Conviction quashed.

(90

NEW YORK,

213.)

WAKEFIELD vs. FARGO.
(New York Court of Appeals, October,

188~.)

Action brongbt to enforce tbe claim of an alleged laborer or

servant of The High Rock Congress Spring Company, a corporation, again.st defendant as a stockholder in said corporation, said
action being based upon the statute mentioned in the opinion..
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his "services.,,, The company may discharge him by terminating
the contract at any time, whereas he can terminate it only opon
ten days' notice. The company is to furnish him with a wagon;
a.:1d t he horse and harness to be furnished by him are "to be used
exclusively in canvassing for the sale of said machines and the
g3neral prosecntion of said bosiness."
But what is more significant, Corbett u agrees to give his exclneive time and best energies to said business," and is to forfeit all
bis commissions under the contract, if, while it is in force, he sells
any machines other than those furnished to him by the company,
and he u further agrees to employ himself onder the direction of
the said Singer Manufacturing Uornpany, and under such rules and
instructions as it or its manager at Minneapolis shall prescribe."
In short, Corbett, for the commissions to be paid him, agrees to
give his whole time and services to the business of the company; and
the company reserves to itself the right of prescribing and regulating not only what business be shall do, but t he manner in which be
shall do it; and might, if it saw fit, instruct him what route to
take, or even at what speed to drive.
The provision of the contract, that Corbett shall not use the
name of the company in any manner whereby the public or any
individual may be led to believe that it is responsible for his
actions, does not and cannot affect its responsibility to third persons injured by his negligence in t he course of his employment.
The circuit court t herefore rightly held that Corbett was the
defendant's servant, for whose negligence in the course of bis
employment, the defendant was responsible to the plaintiff.
Railroad Oo. vs. Hanning, above cited; Linnelian vs. R ollins,
137 Mass. 123, 50 Am. Rep. 287; Regina vs. Turner, 11 Cox Crim.
Oas. 551.
Affirmed.

(16

L AW R EPORTS, In:ELA.ND,

225. )

WILSON vs. OWENS.
(Irish Exchequer Division, May, 1985.)

Owens was a shop-keeper who kept a. pony and trap for hie

domestic use. Ile kept a man 1\1cNally who usually drove the
pony. In bis shop he had a. clerk Egan. While Owens wns absent
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be assumed to be of pecuniary value. T o procure the passage of
such a law for the benefit of the defendant, he undertook to use
his utmost influence and exertions. T his contract is void a~ against
public policy. It is a contract leading to secret, improper and corrupt tampermg with legislative action. See Lyon vs. Mitchell,
supra, and cases cited; see, also, Fuller vs. Dams, 18 Pick. (Mass. )
479; Sedgwick vs. Staunton, 14 N. Y . 289; Frost vs. Belmont, 6
Allen (Mass.), 159; Powers vs. Skinner, 34 Vt. 281, 80 Am. Dec.
677. It is not necessary to adjudge that the pn.rties stipulated for
corrupt action, or that they intended that secret and improper
resorts should be had. It is enough that the contract tends directly
to those results. It furnishes a temptation to the plaintiff to resort
to corrupt means or improper devices to influence legislative action.
It tends to subject the legislature to influences destructive of it.a
character, and fatal to :public confidence in its action. Clippinger
va. Hspbaugh, 5 Watts & S. (Penn.) 315, 40 Am. Dec. 519; Fuller
vs. Dams, supra.
The case was correctly decided, and the judgment should be
affirmed.
NoTE.-See, also, Marshall vs. Railroad Co., 16 How. (U. S.) 814; Tri8t
(Jhild., 21 Wall (U. S.) 441; Weed vs. Black, 2 1\foAr. (D. C.) 268, 29 Am.
Rep. 618; McBratney vs. Chandler, 22 Kans. 692; Railway Co. va. Railwa11 Co., 75 W.ia. 224.

t1S.

( 98 INDIAN.A., 238, 49 Au. RE P. 74:6.)

ELKHART COUNTY LODGE vs. ORARY.
(Supreme Court of Indiana, May, 1884.)

The owners o.f land in a city agreed with the owners of an adjacent building that if the latter would ofier that builuing to the
government for a postof:lice for a nominal rent for ten years, and
nse all "proper persuasion,, to secure its acceptance, they would
pay them a certain sum annually for that period, in case of the
government's acceptance. The building was accepted by the government, one of the owners, a personal friend of the postmastergencral, truthfully representing that the situation was suitable, and
notes were given by the doienwmts !or the u.n.uual inatallmenta as
agreed.
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p. 17) ; Ormerod vs. Dearman, 100 P enn. St. 561, 45 Am. Rep. 3!:11.
T he contract before us has two infirmities, one of an agreement
for the use of personal influence, and another of an agreement for
compensation dependent upon the contingency of success. That
we are correct in saying that the agreement is dependent upon a
contingency is shown by the fact that the consideration became
payable only in the event that the post-office was located and maintained in appellants' building.
Doubtless a contract to assist a property owner in fitting np or
purchasing a building to be given to the gonrnment for public
use would be valid, but in the present instance this was not the
character of the consideration of the notes in snit, although such
an element may have form ed part of the consideration. The consideration of the notes is indivisible and the illegal cannot be separated from the legal, and under the familiar rule that where the
oonsidera.tion is in part illegal and there can be no separation the
whole contract is void, the contract before us must be held invalid
because of the illegality of the consideration.
.Affirmed..
NOTB.-Compare with Beal v. Polhemus, 67 Mich. 180.

(8t I LLI NOI S, 174, 25 .AM. Il.EP. 442,)

BYRD vs. HUGIIES.
( Supreme Court of Illinois, September, 1876.)

This was a bill in equity, brought by George V . Byrd against
George R. H. Ilugbes, to compel an accounting and & division of
certain property, which the defendant was alleged to have obtnined
for services as agent or attorney of certain parties who wore residents
of the State of Virginia.. T he facts as stated in the bill sufficiently
appear in t he closing part of t he opinion.

J. W. Beach, for appellant.
Lawrence, Campbell & Lawrence, for appellee.
On.uG, J . (After stating tho facts.) The transaction, when properly analyzed, is this: T he complainant was the agent an<l confidential advisor of Tnrner and Washington, who reaidcd in Virginia, and had large real estate interests in Chicago. They had in
t heir service a distinguished lawyer in Chicago, to attend to such
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CHAPTER I I I.
WHO MAY BE PRINCIFAL OR AGENT; AND HEREIN OF J OINT
PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.

I.
WHO !IA.Y BE PRINCIPAL.

(4 FLORIDA. 192, 54 AM. DEC. 34.0.)

ST. ANDREWS BAY LA.ND COMPANY vs. MITCHELL.
(Supreme Court of Florida, January, 1851.)

Action o! covenant upon an agreement under seal entered into
between plaintiff and defendant. Plaintiff executed the agreement
through a committee.

Keyes, for plaintiff.
Yonge and Woodward, for defendant.
THOlfPSO:N, J. (After disposing of other questions.) The
remaining point to be considered is that which alleges a want of
power by the charter of the company to contract by a committee.
All aggregate corporations from necessity most act and contract
through and by means of agents, but we have never thought it of
any importance by what name or description the agents were
known and designated. The agent or agents employed may be
called, president, dfrector, trustee, cashier or secretary, or even a
committee, without altering substantially their character as agents.
Where the charter or act of incorporation prescribes the mode in
which the officers or agents of a corporation mnst act, t.o render
their acts or contracts obligatory on the corporation, that mode
must be strictly pursued; but we do not understand from the charter of this company that there is any particular mode prescribed
by which it is to contract within the limits of its authority.
Nor
is there any particular officer designated whose sanction or signature is necessary to give validity to the act. In The Ba11k of th~
Metropolis va. Guttschlick, 14 Pet. (U. S.) 27, the agreement bad
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infant, neither does his ratification bind him. Thera is no doubt
about the law; the lease of an infant, to be good, must be his own
personal act." So here, had the bond been the personal act of the
infant, he could have ratified it. It would have been simply
voidable. But tho bond of his agent, or one having assumed to
act as such, is void, and not capable of being ratified. See
Hiestand vs. Kuns, 8 Blackf. 345.
The decree below must therefore be affirmed with costs.
Nom.-See f urther as to the capacity:or an infant to appoint an agent:
.Armitage vs. Widoe, 36 Mich. 124; Fonda vs. Van Horne, 15
Wend. (N. Y.) 631, 30 Am. Dec. 77; Thompson vs. Lyon, 20 Mo. 155, 61
Am. Dec. 599; Kno~ vs. Fla ck, 22 P enn. St. 337; Latllrence vi . .McArter,
10 Ohio 37; Philpot vs. Bingham, 55 Ala. 435; Doe vs. Roberts, 16 M. & W.
778; Whitney vs. Dutch, 14 Mass. 457, 7 Am. Dec. 229; Harner 11s. Dipple,
81 Ohio St. 72, 27 Am. Rep. 496; Fairbanks vs. Snow, 14.5 Mass. 153, 1 Am.
St. Rep. 446.

(18

WISCONSIN,

35, 86 AM. DEo. 743.)

WEISBROD vs. RAILWAY COMPANY.
(Supreme Court of Wisconsin, January, 1864- )

Action of Ejectment. Plaintiff, in making ont his chain o!
title offered in evidence the record of a power of attorney from
.Arabella. Crary to Leonard P. Crary, dated J une 11, 1853; and
admitted that the said Leonard was the husband of the said Ara.bella at the date of its execution. He also offered the record o!
a warranty deed from Arabella Crary and Leonard Crary to himself, executed in June, 1854, by said Leonard as attorney in fact
for said Arabella, and for himself. This e1·idence was excluded,
on the ground that a wife could not at that time execute a
valid power of attorney to their husband, nor execute a deed oy
her husband as her attorney. Verdict for defendant. Plaintiif
appealed.
Whittemor~

& Weisbrod, for appellant.
M. .A. Edmonds. for respondent.

By the Court, DIXON, 0. J.: A fem~ covert may at the common law be an attorney of another to make livery to her husband
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}{A y BE AGENT.

( 45 A LABAMA, 656.)
L YON vs. K ENT.
( Supreme Oourt of Alabama, January, 1871. )

In J anuary, 1865, K ent, Payne & Oo. , of Richmond, Va., bad a
quantity of cotton in Montgomery, Ala., in charge of their agent,
Browder. They gave an order upon Browder to one Singleton, of
Quincy, Ill., for the delivery of the cotton to the latter. Singleton
sold the cotton to one Gny, who deposited it in the warehouse of
L yon & Co. Kent, Payne & Co., brought an action of detinne
against L yon & Co., for the r ecovery of the cotton upon the ground
t hat Singleton's sale of it was unauthorized.
The plaintiffs
r ecovered and defendants appealed .

L yon, Jones and Smith, f or appellant.
Clarke & Lyon, contra.
P ETERS, J. The charge given by the court, of its own motion,
on the trial below, and excepted to by the defendants, was correct.
T he only negotiation that Singleton had with the firm of Kent,
P ayne & Co. , touching the cotton, took place in January, 1865, at
R ichmond, Virginia. If there was a sale at all, or any contract
entered into between Singleton, a citizen of TI1inois, and Kent,
P ayne & Co., citizens of Virginia, by which any title or interest in
the cotton was attempted to be passed from the one to the other, it
was wholly void and incapable of ratification. No trading between
these parties was then allowable, without a permit of the government. And the president's pass was not sufficient for that purpose.
McKee vs. United States, 8 Wall, 163, 1G6; Tho Ouachita Cotton,
6 Wall, 521, 531; Brown vs. Tarkinton, 3 Wall, 377, 381; Krnuett
vs. Chambers, 14 Ilow. 38, 50. Then, the order alone warned all
who looked upon it, who knew the domicile of the parties to it, that
it could not be evidence of a legal title. Ancl it was not, unconnected with other proof, a power to sell or dispose of the cotton.
Yet, though the order of itself was not evidence of a snle to
Sing1eton, or a power to sell, it shows that the owners of the cot-
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extent and character of the agency of Singleton. T here was a
wide difference between his statement and t hat of K ent, with
whom he transacted the business about the cotton, as to t he purpose and scope of the agency intended to be established. It is not
to be presumed that the parties intended to violate the law. But
whether they did, or not, and what were the powers in tended to
be conferred upon the agent, are questions for the jury. • • •
J udgment affirmed.

(' DEVBREUX &

BA.TTLE,

180.)

COX vs. HOFFMAN.
(Supreme Court of North Carolina, December, 1838.)

Trover for a mule. The mule was borrowed from plaintiff'li
overseer by defendant's wife, and was so inj ured while in defendant's service that it died. It was shown that defendant's wife had
previously, with his approval, borrowed horses of plaintiff, and
that she was in the habit of borrowing from another neighbor, with
her husband's approbation. Defendant was absent from home
when the injury to the mule occurred and when he returned and
was informed of it, he told his wife " he was sorry and that she
had done wrong."
The court charged the jury that if they believed that the mule
went into the possession of defendant's wife, and if she had his
approval of that particular borrowing, either express or implied,
and if the mule was thereby lost to t he plaintiff, be was enti tled to
recover. Verdict for plaintiff. Defendant appealed.

H6ath, for defendant.
Iredell, fo:r plaintiff.
DANIEL, J. There can be no exception to the charge of the
judge. Afeme covert may become an agent even for her husband.
Co. Litt. 52a; Prestwick vs. Marshall, 7 Bingb. 565; 1 E sp. Rep.
142; 2 E sp. Rep. 511. Such appointment as agent ma.y be infened
from acts and the conduct of the supposed principal respecting her.
When the agency is to be inferred from t he conduct of t he principal,
that conduct furnishes the only evidence of its extent, as well as of
its existence; and in solving all questions on this subject, the general
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from the mere fact that he was a member of the lodge. But those
who engaged in the enterprise are liable for tho debts they cont racted, and all are included in such liability who assented to the
un dertaking or subsequently ratified it. Those who participated
in t he erection of the building by voting for and advising it, are
bound the same as the committee who had it in charge. And so
with reference to borrowing money. A member who subsequently
approved the erection or borrowing could be held on the ground of
ratification of the agent's acts. We are of opinion that it was
error to rule that all the members were liable as partners in t heir
relation to third persons in the same manner as individuals associated for the purpose of carrying on a t rade.
* • • •
J udgment reversed.
NoTB-See following case: That voluntary unincorporated associations,
clubs, societies, committees, and tbe like, are not partnerships but that
the liability of members is to be determined by the law of principal and
agent, see: Flemyng vs. H ector, 2 M. & W. 172; Todd vs. Emly, 7 M. &
W. 427, s. c. 8 M. & W. 605; Calclicott 1'8. Griffiths, 8 Ex. 898; La[oncl
i:a. Deems, 81 N. Y. 514; Burt vs. Lathrop, 52 Micb. 106; Rice vs. Peninsular Club, 52 Mich. 87; Devoss vs. Gray, 22 Obio St. 169; Newell vs.
Borden. 128 Mass. 31; Volger vs. Ray, 131 Mass. 439; Ray vs. Powers, 134
Mass. 22; Heath vs. Goslin, 80 Mo. 310, 50 Am. Rep. 605; Eichbaum v&.
Irom, 6 W att.a & Serg. (Pa.) 67, 40 Am. Deo. 540.

(65 OONNEOTIOUT, 103, 3 AM. ST. REP. 40.)

DAVISON vs. HOLDEN.
(Suprem~

Court of Errors of Connecticut, April, 1887.)

Action for goods sold by the plain tiffs to the Bridgeport Co~pe
ra.tive Association. J udgment for defendants, and plaintiffs
appealed.

G. W. Wheeler and H. J. Ourtis, for appellants.
R . E. DeForest and F . W. Holden, for appellees.
By the Court, P .A.RDEE, J. The defendants with sundry other
persvns associated themselves under the name of the Bridgeport
Cooperative Association, an unincorporated trading association.
Thfly established a meat market. Their purpose was to bny at
wholesale, and retail to any person who would buy, regardless of
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( 63

NEW YORK,

121.}

HA. WLEY vs. KEELER.
(New York Court of Appeals, June, 1873.)

Action to recover damages for the alleged breach of a contract
for the sale of a quantity of cheese. Defendants, who were the
patrons of a cheese factory, had appointed a committee of three
persons, Bogardus, Morse and K eeler, to make contracts for the
sale of their cheese for the year 1868. Bogardus was not a patron
nor interested in the manufacture of the cheese, and took but little part in the sales. The others acted without consulting him
and made many sales, the proceeds of which were distributed
among the defendants. In July, the plaintiffs bought a quantity
of cheese of Morse and K eeler, without t he concurrence or participation of Bogardus. In November, they made the contract in
question with Morse and K eeler for the purchase of a large quantity. Bogardus was not consulted. T he contract not having been
performed, this action resulted. Defendants claimed that the contract was void, upon the ground that the three agents must act
together, and t11at without Bogardus' participation defendants could
not be bound. Verdict for plaintiffs, and defendants appealed.

Francis Kernan, for appellants.
M. Goodrich, for respondents.
ANDREWS,

J. (after disposing of other questions) . The remain-

ing question relates to tho validity of the contract, in view of the
fact that but two of the three committeemen, appointed by the
patrons to mako sales, acted in making it. It is well settled, as a
genoral doctrine in the law of agency, that when an authority to
act in a matter of a. private nature is conferred by the principal
upon more than one person, all must act in the execution of the
power. This is the constrnction which the law puts upon the power
foll owing the supposed intention of the parties, and there must,
ordinarily, be a joint execution of the agency. 'l'he authority may
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coupons in the hands of a bona fide holder, and it was therefore
properly excluded.
J udgment affirme<L
BARRET and POWERS, JJ., dissente<L

(154

M.A.SS.A.ORUSETI'B,

277. )

McNEIL vs. BOSTON OIIAMBER OF OOMMEROE.
( Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, September, 1891.)

Action to recover damages for the breach of an alleged agreement to employ the plaintiff as the lowest bidder to erect the new
chamber of commerce for defendant, which agreement was entered
into with him by a building committee appointed under the following vote, passed on October 9, 1S89, by the defendant's stock-

hoiders: Voted that a committee of five be appointed by the chairman of this meeting, of whom the president shall be one, with
full powers and authority to procure plans and specifications for a
building, and make all contracts for the erection and completion
of the same, subject to the approval of the directors.
Five different builders had been selected by the committee from
whom to solicit bids, but four of them refused to bid under the
terms proposed. Thereupon, on March 15, 1890, a conference was
had between the builders and four members of the committee, at
which certn.in changes in the terms were agreed upon, and it was
contended that these four members then agreed, upon behalf of
defendants, to accept the lowest bid, in case the building was built
substantially in accordance with the plans and specifications.
The jury found specially (1) that the committee did make the
contract as alleged; (2) that it was approved by the directors; (3)
that the contract waa within the ostensible authority of the committee; and, (4) that the building, as finally contracted for, was
a building substantially in accordance with the plans and
specifications.

R. M. Morse, Jr., and 0. E. Hillier, for plaintiff.
R. Stone, for defendant.
ALLEN, J . (After determining that there was evidence upon
The defendant
which the first finding might be sustained.)
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as an exhibit to the complaint, and is signed, "0. W. Underwood, by .A.. B. Wilgus, Agent."
1. It appears from the evidence that the authority to sell was
given to the firm of A. B. Wilgus & BroLher, a partnership composed of A . B. Wilgus and E. P. Wilgus. It is claimed that, upon
this state of facts, there was a failure of proof. Bnt the material
allegation of the complaint was that defendant had made this
contract with plaintiff. It was not necessary to allege that it was
made through an agent. It would have been enongh to declare
upon it generally as of the personal act of the principal. The
substance of the issue was not whether defendant had made the
contract through an agent, but whether he had made jt at all.
H ence it cannot be said that there was a failure of proof. The
most that can be possibly claimed is, that there was a variance
between the allegation and proof, but which could not, in this case,
have misled the defendant to his prejudice, and therefore is not
mnterial.
2. Defendant further contends that the authorit y to sell being to
the firm of A. B. Wilgus & Brother, which was composed of two
members, this authority could only be executed by the two jointly,
and not by one separately, so as to bind the principal. I n support
of this contention, he invokes the well-known general rnle of the
common law, that where authority to do an act is conferred upon
t wo or more agents, the act is valid to bind the principal only when
all of them concur in doing it; the power being joint and not
severa1.
Rollins vs. Phelps, 5 Minn. 4G3 . Even where the
authority is given to several agents, this rule is not so rigid and
inflexible as to overcome the apparent intention of the parties to
the contrary. Story on Agency,§§ 42, 43; Ha wley vs. K eeler, 53 N.
Y . 114 (ante, 50). But we think the rule bas no application where
the authority is given to a. partnership as such. Each member of
a partnership is the agent oi the firm, and all the partners are
jointly accountable for the acts of each other; and where a person
appoints a partnership as his agent, be must be deemed to have
done so with reference to these rules of law. When a person
delegates authority to a firm, it is an appointment of the partnership as his agent, and not of the indh·idnal members as his several
and separate agents. Ilence each partner mny e.xecu te, and the
act of one is the act of the firm, and in strict pursuance of the
power. Gordon vs. !Juclianan, 5 Y erg. (Tenn.) 71.
But it is claimed that, conceding lhis, he mnst do it in the nnme
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reason. We do not find any adjudged case which sanctions the
doctrine tbat the wife, whether the husband is abroad or at heme,
is presumed to be the agent of her husband genera.Hy, or to be
entrnsted with any other authority as to his affairs, than that
which it is usual and customary to confer upon the wife. It would
be not only unreasonable, and, as it respects the husband's interest,
unsafe, but it would be going beyond what could fairly be presumed to be his intention, to extend the powers of the wife by
implication or presnmplion further than tl1is principle warrants;
and that it justifies the contract in question cannot be claimed.
We think, therefore, that the defendant's justification, founded
on the authority of the plaintifi's wife, fails. * * *
New trial denied.

(26 low .A., 297.)

McLAREN vs. HALL.
(Sttpreme Court of Iowa, December, 1868.)

Action !or work, labor and material furnished. The transactions were had with William Hall who was claimed to be the agent
of the defendant Sarah G. H all. Defendant appeals.
Roberts & Fouke, for appellant.
Beach & Gray, for appellee.

J.

•

•

*

The husband may act as agent for the
wife. I n order to bind her, however, he must be previously
authorized to act as her agent, or she mnst subsequently, with
express or implied knowledge of his act, ratify it. The evidence
necessary to establish a ratification by the wife, of a contract made
by her hasband as her agent, must be of a stronger and more satisfactory character than that required to establish a ratification by
the husband of the act of the "ife as bis agent, or than as between
independent parties. And this for the reason that (in the general
experience of the past at least, ii not in the philosophy of thepresent) ,
the wife is under the control of, and subordinate to, the husband; and
neither good law nor sound reason will require the wife to destroy
the peace of her family and endanger the mn.rringe relation by open
repudiation or hostile conduct towards her husband, in order to
save her property from liability for his unauthorized contracts.
COLE,
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agent for 10 or more years was known in the community an d to
defendant. All inquiries in regard to the land were made of this
agent; prices were given by him; purchase money paid to and
deeds received from him; lands leased and rents collected by him,and all nnder express authority. There was also evidence that a.
former agent, the one removed by Finley A., made sales and executed contracts upon which plaintiffs afterwards made deeds.
That agent was removed for withholding money, and Finley A.
was appointed, with express authority to collect purchase money.
Why this agent, with all these express powers, should have been
restricted only in the matter of making sales, is not explained by
the evidence. We think the conduct of plaintiffs in the transaction of this business such as would reasonably have induced defendant to believe that the agent with whom he dealt had authority to
make the sales, and after having acted upon that belief, paid the
purchase price, and expended large sums in improvements, plaintiffs will not now be heard to dispute the authority.
We are well satisfied with the conclusions reached by the circuit
judge, and affirm the judgment.

{ 120

NEW YORK,

274.)

CRANE vs. GRUENEWALD.
(New York Court of Appeals, April, 1890. )

Action for the foreclosure of a mortgage. Mrs. Crane, through
an attorney named Baker, loaned defendant $8,000 on bond and
mortgage, for five years, from December 2, 1875, with interest
annually at seven per cent. The papers were left in Baker's possession, and he was authorized to collect the interest but not the
principal. After the principal became due, Baker received from
the defendant two payments of $1,000 each to apply on the principal, tbe bond and mortgage being each time produced by Baker.
On a subsequent occasion $1,000 more was paid to Buker to apply
on the principal, but the bond and mortgage wcro not produced,
thoagh Baker then bad them in his possession a.ud told the defendant so. Baker then sold the bond and mortgage, and forged an
assignment of them to the purchaser. After thut Baker received
from d~fenda.nt the halo.nee due upon the mortgage. The trial
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of the principal u nder seal, the authority to do the act must be
.
\
conferred by an mstrument under seal. A power to convey lands
must possess the same requisites, and observe the snme solemnities, as are nece$sary in a deed directly couveying the land, Gage vs.
Gage, 10 N. II. 424. Story on Agency, §§ 49, 50; Montgomery V $ .
Dorion, 6 N. H. 250. So the ratification of an unauthorized conveyance by deed must be by an instrument under seal. Story on
Agency, § 252. A parol ratification is not sufficient. Stetson tis.
Patten, 2 Greenl. (Me.) 359, 11 Am. Dec. 111; Paine vs. Tucker, 21
Me. 138, 38 Am. Dec. 255; Hanford vs. J.fc}{air, 9 Wend. (N. Y.)
54; Despatch Line vs. Bellamy J,faniifucturing Co., 12 N. H.
205, 37 Am. Dec. 203.
The plaintiff recei1ed his conveyance with a full knowledge of
th e equitable rights of the tenants. The remedial processes of a
court of equity may perhaps afford protection to the defendants.
At common law their defense fails.

(84 NEW JERSEY LAW, 116.)

LONG vs. HARTWELL.
(New Jersey Supreme Court, February, 1870.)

John II. Platt, as agent for Nathaniel 0. Carpenter, on the 15th
of March, 1866, executed an agreement in wriLing, under seal, with
P atrick Long, by which Oarpenter agrcecl to convey two lots of land,
on t erms therein stated. Carpenter conveyed one lot and the
action was brought against his administrator to recover damages
for not conveying the other. Flatt's authority to make the contract was by parol.

J. Dixon, J r ., for plaintiff.
J. llarvey Lyon, for defendant.
VAN SYCKEL, J.
• • * T he authority to the agent to
execute the written agreement bn-ving been by parol, it is insisted
that it does not bind the principal. Our statute of fmntls does uot
require t he agent's authority to make a contract to convey land Lo be
in writing; it exacts a written contract, not a written power to the
agen t. '£he distinction ie clearly drawn in the terms of the statu te,
between conveying and contracts to convey land. I n the former case,
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under the tenth section the power t o the agent must bo in writ..
ing; while in tbe latter, under the fourteenth section, the words
"in writing" are omitted, and the cases, both in England and this
country, agree that the appdntment may be by parol. 2 Kent's
Com. 613; 10 Paige (N. Y.) 386; Story on Agency§ 50; Brown on
Frauds, § 370, note 2. The fnct that the couLrn.ct in this case was
sealed by the agent does not vitiate it. 'l'hero is no doubt about
the general rule thnt a power to execute an instrument under seal
must be conferred by an instrument of equal solemnity. If tbe
writing given by the agent be under seal and that be essential to its
validity, the authority of the agent must be of equal dignity or it
cannot operate.
Ilere a seal was not vital to tho contract;
there was no authority to the agent to attach a seal, therefore the
seal is of no value, but the power to execute the contract without
seal having been ample, so b r it becomes the act of the principal,
and inures as a simple contract. 2 Kent's Com. 613; Lawrence vs.
Taylor, 5 Hill (N. Y . ) 107.
•
* "'
NoTR.-That unnecessary seal may be disregarded, see also: Wagoner vs.
Watts, 4.4 N . J. L. 12ti; Morrow vs. Higgins, 29 Ala. 448: Thomas vs. Joslin,
80 Minn. 3$8; Adums i.•s. Power, 52 Miss. 828; Worrall vs. Munn, 5 N. Y.
229, 55 Am. Dec. 330; Dutton vs. Wm·schauei·, 21 Cal. 609, 82 Am. Dec. 765.
See, also, post, ~·

(107

NEW YORK,

490.)

BICKFORD vs. MENIER.
( New York Court of Appeals, December, 1887.)

8. P. Nash, for appellant.
J. B. J>annes, for respondent.
RuGER, Ch. J. This action was brought by the plaintiff to
recover of the defenclan ts the sum of £1,200, alleged to have been
loanec.1 to them by her in the following sums at the times mentioned,
viz., £200 in November, 1878; £200 in March, 1879, and £800 in
May, 1879. Previous to these loans the plaintiff does not appear
t'J have had any personal or written communication with the
defenrl:rnts in respect thereto, but alleges that she loaned the money
to one Edward Bickford, an alleged agent of the defendants.
The loans were made at the city of Nl)w York, of which plnce
the plaintiff and Edward Bickford, who were brother and sister,
were boLh residents, and the defendnnts resh1 eu at Paris, in France.
It is not claimed that Edward Bickford bad any written power ot
attorney to borrow money for the defendants, or any positive
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tingnishing Burns vs. Lynde, 6 Allen , (:Mass.) 305J and B asford
"'· Pearson, 9 All en, 387, 85 Am. Dec. 704.) Upon the facts
presented in the bill of exceptions, we are of 011inion thnt the
assignment t o Simonds was valid.
•
•
*
ExccpLions sustained.
NoTE.-See post, Drury vs. Foster, p. - See also in accor d with the
principal case: VanEtta vs. Evenson, 28 Wis. 33, 9 Am. l•cp. 486; Schintz
vs. McManamy, 88 Wis. 299; Field vs. Stagg, 52 Ilro. 534, 14 Am. Uep. 435 ;
Swm·tz vs. Ballou, 47 Iowa, 188, 29 Am. Rep. 470; Campbcll i·s. Smith, 71
N . Y. 26, 27 Am. Rep. 5; Vose vs. Dolan, 108 Mass. 155, 11 Am. Rep. 331;
Garland vs. Wells, 15 Neb. 298.
CONTRA.- Upton 1:s. A1·che1·, 41 Cal. 85, 10 Am. R 1 p. 266; Preston vs.
Hull, 23 Gratt. (Va.) 600, 14 Am. Rep. 153; TVilliams t·s. Crtltcher, 5 How.
(Miss.) 71, 85 Am. Dec. 422; Dawnpo1·t vs. Sltight, 2 Dev. and Bat. L. (N.
C.) 881, 81 Am. Deo. 420; Bland vs. O'Hagan, 64 N. C. 472.

(84

MAINE

349, 30 AM.

ST. REP.

353.)

BRECKENRIDGE vs. LEWIS.
( Supreme Judicial Co1irt of Maine, March £3,

189~.)

.Assumpsit by Joseph Breckenridge against Mary, A. H. L ewis.
T here was a verdict for plaintifi, and defendant moves to set the
same aside, and excepts.
F . V. Ohase, for plaintiff.

Edward A very and A . .A. Strout, for defendant.
J. The pl aintiff indorsed the defendant's promissory
note for the accommodation of one Morse, the payee, who then
negotiated the same, and, when it fell dne, the plaintiff paid it,
and now sues to recover the amount of the note from the defendant.
1. The signature of defendant to the note was claimed to be e.
forgery. The court r uled that a defense.
2. The note was claimed to have been fraudulently written by
the payee, Morse, over the defendant's name, signed on blank
paper, to enable Morse to write an order on a savings bank, where
defendant had funds, as the necessities of her business entrusted to
Morse might require; and the court ruled that contention no
defense.
It is contended that defendant's negligence in the premises
H A. SKELL,
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appellant, or by some one duly authorized by him. For anything
that appears either in the reply or in the evidence, it may as well
be assumed, if the appellant's name was not signed by himsc11 that
it was signed by another under pretense of authority.
As we have seen, if the appellant's name was sig ned by some
one who assumed to act as his agent, or under pretense or color of
authority, ratification, understandingly, either by an express promise to pay, or by accepting a chattel mortgage as indemnity, would
be equivalent to previous authority.
The ratification which the law interdicts relates only to such acts
as clearly appear to have been done in violation of a criminal statute, the motive of the ratifying party being presumably the concealment of the crime or the suppression of its prosecution. Where,
however, as in the present case, the act ratified is of an ambiguous
character, and may as well be attribnted to a mistaken assumption
of authority as to a purpose to comm it a crime, public policy does
not forbid the adoption or ratification of the act; nor can it be said
to be without consideration, especially where, as in the present case,
indemnity bas been accepted.
These conclusions lead to an affirmance of the judgment. J udgment affirmed, with costs.
NOTE-See also Wilson vs. Hayes, 40 Minn. 531; Williama va. Bailey,
L. R. 1 H. L. 200.

III.
WHO MAY R.ATIEY.

Ratification by state; see State vs. Torinus, 26 Minn. 1, 87 Am.
Rep. 395.
Ratification by corporations; see 1UcArtli1.tr vs. Times Printing
Oo.,post. 128; Bell's Gap R . R. Oo. vs. Ohristy, post. p. 131.
Ratification by municipal corporations; see 1'own of Bruce vs.
Dickey, 116 Ill. 527.
Ratification by infant; see Armitage vs. W1'dos, 36 Mich. 124;
Tru eblood vs. Trueblood, ants, p. 29; Patterson vs. Lippincott,
post, p. - .
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acknowl edgment in this case might as well have been taken and
made on a separate piece of paper, and at some subsequent period
attached by the officer, or some other person, t o a, deed that bad
n ever been before the feme covert. The argument in support of its
validity would be equally strong.
Our opinion is that, as it respects Mrs. F oster, the mortgage is
•
•
•
n ot binding on her est ate.
Decree affirmed.
NoTE.-In Allen tis. W ithrow, 110 U. S. a.t p. 128. the court speaking
" The deed in blank passed no interest, for it
h acl no grantee. The blank intended for th e name of the g r antee w as
n ever fill t>d. and until fill ed the deed had no operation as a conveyance. It
may be, and probably is, the law in Iowa, as it is in several States, that the
granter in a cleed conveying real property, signed and acknowledged, wi th
a blank for the name of the grantee, may authorize another party, by
parol, to fill up the blank. Swm·tz vs. Ballou, 47 Iowa, 188, 29 .Am. Rep.
470; Van Etta vs. Evenson, 23 Wis. 33, 9 Aro. Rep. 486; Field vs. Slagg,
62 Mo. 034, 14 Aro. &p. 43J. As said by this court in Drury vs. Foster,
2 \Vall, 24 at p. 33. 'Although it was a.tone time doubted whether a par ol
a uthority was adequate to authorize an alteration or addition to a sealed
instrument, the better opinion at tills day is, that the po\ve1· is sufficien t.'
But there are two conditions essential to make a d eed thus executed in
blank operate as a conveyance of the property described in i t; t he blank
must be filled by the party authorized to fill it, and this must be d one
before or at the time of tlte udi\·ery of the deed to the grantee named.
Allen, to whom it ls stated the deeu was handed, with authority to fill the
blank and then deliver the deed, ga.ve it to his wife without filling the
blank and she died wi th the blank unfilled."
of a similar deed say:

(75

VIRGINI A,

168.)

F ORBES vs. IIAGMAN.
(Court of Appeals of Virainia, January. 1881.)

Action for false imprisonment brought by Hagman and others
against Forbes and Allers. The prosecution complained of was
instituted by one David Mann, who wns agent of defendants, and
grew out of certain contracts which Mann harl mafle with the plaintiIIs for tbe sale to him of bricks manufactnre<l by defendants.
Plaintiffs r ecovered and defendants brought error.

Wise & Cosby and Gity & Gilliam, f or appellants.
Jos. Bryan and John B . Young, for ap pellee.
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this relation gh·en by ROLLE, C. J ., in Long vs. Hebb, Styles, 341,
is that otherwise there would be no remedy for the wrong clone.
The relation being established for the benefit of the intestate'a
estate against a wrong-doer, we do not see why it should not bo
equally available to enable the administrator to obtain the benefit of a contract intermediately made by suing the contracting
party; and cases mjght be put in which the right to sue on the
contract would be more beneficial to the estate than the right to
recover the value of the goods themselves. In the present case,
there is no occasion to have recourse to the doctrine that one may
waive a tort and recover on a contract; for here the sale was made
by a. person who intended to act as agent for the person, whoever
he might happen to be, who legally represented the intestate's
estate; and it was ratified by the plaintiff, after he became administrator; and, when one means to act as agent for another, the subsequent mtification by the other is always equivalent to a prior
command; nor is it any objection that the intended principal was
unknown, at the time, to the person who intended to be the agent;
the case of Hu,ll vs. Pickersgill, 1 Bro. and B. 282, cited by Mr.
Greenwood, being an authority for that position. We are, therefore, of the opinion that the plaintiff is entitled to recover.
Rule discharged.

(48

MINNESOTA,

319, 31 AM. ST.

REP.

653.)

McARTIIUR vs. TI.MES PRINTING COMPANY.
(Supreme Court of Minnesota, FebMJ.ary , 1891.)

Action by D. A. McArthur against the Times Printing Company
to recover damages for a breach of contract. Judgment for plaintiff. Defendant appeals.
George F. Edwards, for appellant.
F. B. Wright, for respondent.
MITCHELL,

J. The complaint alleges that about October 1, 1889,

the defendant contracted with plaintiiI for his services as ach·ertising solicitor for one year; that in April, 1890, it discharged hini, in
violation o-f the contract. Tho action is to recover dnmngcs for tho
breach of the contract. The answer sets up two defenses: (1) That
plaintiff's employment was not for any stated time, but only from
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The point is made that plaintiff should have alleged that the
contract was made with Nimocks, and subsequently adopted by the
defendant. If we are correct in what we ha.Yo said as to the legal
effect of the adoption by the corporation of a contract made by a promoter in its behalf before its organization, the plai ntiff properly
pleaded the contract as having been made with the defendant. But
we do not find that the evidence was objected to on the ground of
& variance between it and the complaint.
The assignments of
error are very numerous, bnt what has been already said covers all
that a.re entitled to any special notice.
Order affirmed.
NoTB-See following case and note&

(79

PENNSYLVANIA STATE,

54, 21 Au.

REP.

39.)

BELL'S GAP RAILROAD COMPANY vs. CHRISTY.
(Supre1ne Court of Pennsylvania, October, 1875.)

Action of assnmpsit to recover money expended by plaintiff in
procuring the cba1·ter of the defendants, in payment of surveyors,
etc., in making explorations and running the line of their road,
etc., and also for his own services in the same matter. The whole
occurred before the corporation came into existence, but plaintiff
claimed that the defendants baYing accepted the results of hie
work, etc., they became liable to pay him.
D. J. Neff, for plaintiff in error.
8. 8. Blair, for defendant in error.
PAXSON, J. This case lacks all the elements of a contract, either
express or implied. The most that it amounts to is the expenditure
by the plaintiff of a certain amount of his time and money in the
furtherance of the scheme of constructing a railroad. Ile attended
meetings; visited Ilarrisburg for the purpose of obtaining a charter;
assisted in m aking a. preliminary sur'\"ey, and paid some of the
expenses thereof. There was no con tract with anyone for the payment of his sornces, beyond the statement of some of the parties
interested in the project that they would see him paid. All this
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were no terms of the contract except what the law implies from
the accc11tance of tho property sold, which is, that the vcnclee will
pay the value. Thero was n othing else to know; no other fact
remained; the only terms of the contract were those implied by the
law, which the defendant was bound to know. The more plausible
suggestion which, perhaps, to some extent, involves the other is,
that the vendee who ratifies, only does so when his use of the purchased ar ticle is with knowledge that it was bought on his credit.
But it is difficult to see how we can avoid assuming that the comp any bad such knowledge or, at least, how a jury could resist such
natural and necessary inference, There is the iron, being laid in
the company's track and appropriated to the company's use. What
must a director, looking on, necessarily understand? Evidently,
that such iron is sold to the corpor:.ition, or given to it or loaned
for its use. The supposition of a gift or loan would be so unlikely
and improbable, in the absence of any such a.ctua.Jly existing fact,
that he could hardly avoid understanding a sale to the company
upon its credit. The fact of the delivery of the iron an<l. its
appropriation and use by the corporation for its proper and ordinary purposes with his knowledge and assent is some evidence that
the directors knew of its sale to the company, and justifies such
inference by the jury, especially in case where there is proof of a
sale in fact intended, and uo shadow of evidence of either a loan or a

gut.
It is urged, however, that such directors might, under peculiar
circnmslances, have the right to suppose that the iron was furnished upon the credit of sorue other person or corporation, and
that such peculiar circumstances existed in the present case. Still,
if there was no gift or loan, the suggestion only changes the inference as to who is the vendor entitle<l. to receive payment, and not the
inference that he who appropriates and uses the property does so
with the knowledge that he must pay its fair value to the real owner.
The circumstances relied upon as justifying the supposition were
also shown io have occurred after the delivery and acceptance of
the iron, and so could n ot have affected the inference to be drawn.
The lease to the Oswego l\lidland, by which that company assumed
the fonded and floating debt of the defendant, was dated May 24,
1871, and finally executed on the 3Uth of that month. The plaintifis swear that all the iron was deliverecl before the execution ot
that lease. In any point of view, therefore, there was evidence
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we think there is not11ing to conclude this action. We Lhink the
defendant may well be sued in an action of account as at common
h w for the not.cs; and by the statute of 1852, a reco\ery can be had
for those items in t.lie pluinti!I's account in tho action on book.
The j udgment of tho county court is reversed, and judgment for
'flaintili, including in the damages the three notes uncollected a.t
•he time of the andi t and the interest.

v.
WHAT AMOUNTS TO A RATIFIOA.TION'.

(110

MISSOURI,

546.)

HAWKINS vs. MoGROARTY.
(Supreme Court of M.Usouri, April,

189~.)

Action to enforce specific performance of a contract.
atates the facts.

Opinion

Gibson, Bond & Gibson, for appellants.
W. P . ./Jfaclclin & W. S. Bodley, for respondents.

J. By an act approved March 19, 1887, the statute of
" frauds and perjuries," section 2513, Revised Statutes, 1879, was
a.mended by adding the following clause to that section: "And no
contract for the sale of lands made by an agent shall be binding
upon the principal unless such an agent is authorized in writing to
make said contract." This is an action in the nature of a bill in
equity to specifically enforce the written contract of an agent in the
name of his principal for a sale of land made by the agent, not
within the terms of such agent's written authority, upon the ground
of a verbal ratification of such sale by the prin<'ipal after he was
informed thereof. In the facts of the case there is no element o!
equitable estoppel. Plaintiff's evidence tended at most only to
prove that the defendant, when informed by letter of the sale, did
not manifest to the agent any disapprobation thereof, Lnt directly
thereafter sold to another person.
The trial court ruled that the written authority must authorize t he agent to make the contract which he does make, in order to
BRA.OE,
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Whether silence operates as presumptive proof of ratification of
the act of a mere voJnntcer must depend upon the particular circnmstances of the case. If those circumstances are such that the
inaction or silence of tbe party sought to be charged as principal
would be likely to cause injury to the person giving credit to, and
relying upon, such assumed agency, or to induce him to believe
ench agency did in fact exist, and to act upon such be1ief to his
detriment, then such silence or inaction may be considered as a
ratification of the agency.
The rule is stated by the Supreme Oourt of Wisconsin in the
case of Saveland vs. Green, 40 Wis. 438, as follows: "The rule as
to what amounts to a ratification of an unauthorized act is elementary, and may be stated thus: When a person assumes in good
faith to act as agent for another in a given transaction, but acts
without authority, whether the relation of principal and agent
does or does not exist between them, the person in whose behalf
the act was done, upon being fully informed thereof, must, within
a reasonable time, disaffirm the act, at least in cases where his
silence might operate to the prejudice of innocent parties, or he
will be held to have ratified such unauthorized act."
The qualification of good faith is, it seems to me, unnecessary in
the person who assumes, without authority, to act as agent. If the
person with whom he deals as agent acts in good faith, and with
reasonable care, the act is capable of being ratified by the person
on whose behalf such pretended agent assumes to act, whether the
agent himself acts bona fide or mala fide.
In this case the direct resulls of the silence of defendant, and his
neglect to inform plaintiff in a reasonable time after he was fully
informed of what bad been done, was to lead plaintiff into the belief
that the shoemaker was in fact the agent of defenda!lt, and caused
the plaintiff to sell to defendant, as he supposed, another invoice of
goods, which he sent to defendant by express, and also mailed to
bim the invoice of the second bill, which defendant received.
H ere, by his silence, he permitted this shoemaker, whose name
neither the plaintiff nor defendant knows, to defraud the plain tiff by pretending to act for and on his behalf. Under these
circumstances the defendant, by his silence and tacit acquiescence in the conduct of the shoemaker, must be heJd to ratify
tbe agency. Defendant knew that the goods were sent to him by
express, and knew that the shoemaker had in some manner gotten
possession of the goods from the express company. How, it does
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favor of the agent, so as to absolve him from liability to his principal for
loss or damage resulting from the unauthorized act, especially if such inaction or failure to immediately disaffirm was induced by the nssurances or
persuasion of the agent himself. Nor in this case does the nmrmative
action of the plaintiff, after knowledge of tbedelivoryof thedeo<l, in ta.king
part in the preliminary steps for the organization of the contemplated stock
comp:my, of itself amount to a ratification of the unautliorizc<l act. Such
steps were right in the line of the original agreement between the parties and
were designed to carry it into effect, induced, as such action probably was,
by the assurances of Jones (the agent) that the en ter prise would s,ill go on ,
and plaintiff get his stock, it really amounted to nothing more than an
effort on plaintiff's part, after knowl edge of J ones' deviation from his
instructions, to avoid loss thereby, which is not such a ratification as will
relieve the agent. Mechem, .Ag. § 173. Upon proof that Jones' act was
without original authority, the burden was upon him to show such a subsequent ratification as would relievo him from lial1ility. 'Ihe court has not
found any such ratification, and, in our opinion, under the evidence, he
was justified in finding, as he in effect does, that there was none."

2. B etween Principal and the Otlier Partv.
( 14 WISCONSIN, 686. )

DODGE vs. HOPKINS.
( Supreme Court of Wisconsin, June, 1861.)

Thie was an action to recover installments dne upon a written
contract under seal by which Dodge had agreed to sell Hopkins
certain lands which the latter agreed to bay and pay for in given
installments, one of which was paid to the agent at the date of the
contract. The contract was executed on the part of Dodge by an
a.gent who assumed to act under a letter of authority from Dodge
and his wife which had been executed in Spain. It was objected
on the trial that the power of attorney was not so executed as to
authorize the act of the agent. There was no e"ddence that defendant had at any previous time sought to repudiate the contract on
this ground, but he soaght to file a supplt::menfal answer showing
that since tho commencement of snit he had tendered the money
to an alleged agent of plaintiff and demanded the deed agreed upon.

The supplemental answer was rejected.
and defendant appealed.

J udgment for plainti.fl
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represented the lawful heir desired, after the defendant Kennedy
had acquired a title to the estate by means of t he statute of limitations, and after the title of the heir was gone, to ratify the act of
Kennedy as to the receipt of rents, so as to make the estate vest in
the heir. In my opinion none of these cases support tbe appellant's
contention.
I think the proper view is that the acceptance by Scratchley did
constitute a contract, subject t o its being shown that Scratcbley
had authority to bind the company. If that were not shown there
would be no contract on the part of the company, but when and as
soon as authority was gi\en to Scratchley to bind the company the
authority was thrown back to the time when the act was done by
Scratchley, and prevented the defendant withdrawing his offer,
because i t was then no longer an offer, but a binding contract. • • •
The other justices delivered concurring opinions.
A ppeal dismissed.
NOTE -See two preceding cases and notes. Ancona 1J8. Marks, 7 H. &
N. 686, cited in the principal case, is cited aud followed, as to the retroactive eficct of the ratification of the institution of a suit, in Day Land &
Oattle Co. t·s. Stelle of Texas, (18&7) 68 Tex. 526.
In Sequin vs. Peterson, (18731 45 Vt. 255, 12 Am. Rep. 194, a previous
demand of a wife was held sufficiently ratified by the subsequent institution of a suit by tbe husband. babed upon such demand.
See also JVoodicarcl va. Hur/ow, (lo56) 28 Vt. 338, ante p. 165; Ric$ va.
McLarren, ante p. 190.

S. Between Agent and the other Party.

(4

:MAULE

& SELWYN, 259.)

STEPTIENS vs. ELWALL.
(English Court of King's Bench, Trinity Term, 1816.)

Trover for goods which had been wrongfully sold by bankrupts
nft<'r f 11cir hankruptcy. The goods had been bought by one Deane
for his prineipnl lleathcote who was in America. Defendant was
lie: tlirote's clerk, and, hu;dng received the goods, he sent them to
Ilenthcote. The trial judge, LEBLANC, instructed the jury t ha.t if
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CHAPTER VI.
OF DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY.

( 4 GR.A. Y, 618, 64 AM. D EO. 92.)

APPLETON BANK vs.

MoGILVRAY.

( Sup1·eme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, October, 1856.)

Defendants who did business in Boston held a note against a 1lrm
doing business in Lowell, due April 7, 1854. They delivered the
note to an expressruan between Boston and Lowell for collection,
and directed him to collect in the ordinary way. The expressman
sometimes collecteu notes left with him by calling upon the maker
personally and sometimes by depositing them in a bank. He did
uot inform defendants how be intended to collect their note, nor
did he know whell1er they were aware that he sometimes collected
through a bank. Ile left the note with plaintiff, a bank in Lowell,
for collection. On the 8th of April, he called at the bank and
nsked if the no te had been paid, and was told that it had been, and
he was given the amount which he turned over to defendants, less
his charges. The no te in fact had not been paid, nor had the
maker been notified, and it was the mistake of a clerk in the bank
in sa.yiug that it had been and in delivering the money to the
expres1:>man . Imm ediately upon discovering the mistake the bank
demanded payment of the makers which was refused. The bank
then tendered back the note to defendants and demanded the
return of the money paid to the expressman, which was refused,
and this action was to recover it. It appeared that the makers of
the note could not and would not have paid the note if it had been
prcsenLe<l at maturity. Verdict by consent for plaintiffs subject to
opinion of the full count.

D. S. Richardson and W. .A. Richardson, for the plaintiffs.
J. G. Abbott, for the defendants.

By Court, B IGELOW, J. The objection that this action cannot
be mnintninec1, for want of privity between tbe pnrties to the suit,
is not sustained by proof. The rule of law is well settled, that in
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the mistake under which the paym ent was made. Tbe case would
have been different ii it had appeared tbat the defenda nts bad
mffered any damage, or changed their situation as respects
their debtor, by reason of the laches of the plaintiffs. Bnt the
facts show that their rights were wholly nnaiiected by the mistake
nnder which the payment was made. N othing occurred subsequently to the payment which renders it nnconscientions to recover
the money back. It is therefore clear that t he defendants ha\'e
money belonging to the plaintiffs in their hands, to which they
show no legal or equitable title. Kelly vs. Solari, 9 Mee. & W. 54;
Bell tJ&. Gardiner, 4 Man. & Gr. 11; Horn vs. B aker, 2 Smith's
Lead. Oas. 243, 244.
Judgment on the verdict.

(73

NBW YORK,

73, 29

AM. REP.

105.)

BIRDSALL vs. OLARK.
(New York Oourt of .Appeals, March, 1878.)

Action to restrain the superintendent of streets of Binghamton,
and his servants, from repairing the sidewalk in front of plaintiff's
premises. In 1873 the common council of that city, by resolution,
determined to make certain repairs to the sidewalks in the street
on which the plaintiff's premises fronted, and directed the plaintiff to make the sidewalk in front of his premises conform thereto
by a specified day. The plainti1I faile<l to comply, and the
defendant, as such superintendent, proceeded to make th e repairs,
pursuant to another resolution set forth in the opinion. The
plamtiff bad judgment which was reversed at general term, and
he appealed. Other facts appear in the opinion.

Ausburn Birdsall, appellant, in person.
Samuel Band, for respondents.
CHUROH, C.

J. There is no question but that the common

council had foll power to ordain the grading and curLing of the
sidewalk in front of the plaintiff's premises, aud that fo r any incidental or conseqnential injury the plaintiff bad no remedy, upon
the general principle that private interests are suborclinate to t he
public good. By section 14 of title 8 of the charter of the city u1
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was civilly liable for tbe fraud of his agent, and as the money was
embezzled upon its collection, the instruction of the court was not
erroneous. Comp. Laws, 1879, chap. 51, page 500.
T he judgment of the District Court will be affirmed.
All concur.
NoTE-See also Oo:i: vs. !Avingston, 2 Watt.a & S. (Pa.) 103, 87 Am. Dec.
486; Rhines vs. Eivan.s, 66 Penn. St. 192, 5 Am. Rep. 864; Sanger va. Dun,
4'1 Wis. 610, 82 Am. Rep. '189.

(14J MASSA.CHUSE'ITS, 37, 55 AM. R EP. 443.)

BARNARD vs. COFFIN.
(Supreme Judicial Oourt of Massachusetts, January, 1886.)

P laintiff had 160 acres of land in Illinois which he desired to sell
and he employed the defendants to aid him in finding a purchaser.
Defendants elllpl oyed one Ochs to endeavor to get a customer for
t he land for them for a commission. Ochs received an offer of
$22.50 per acre for the land, but reported it to defendants as an
offer of $10 per acre. Defendants informed plaintiff of this offer
of $10 and advised him that they thought it a fair one, and plaintiff, believing them, authorized tbem to accept it. Defendants
advised Ochs that the offer was accepted, and a deed from plaintiff
was procured to a person whom Ochs put forward as the purchaser
but who was not really so. This person then conveyed to the real
purchaser, who meantime had increased his offer to $22. 75 per acre,
at which rate he paid Ochs. Ochs returned $1,600 to defendants
who transmitted it to plaintiffs less their commissions. The
defendants acted in good faith having no knowledge that Ochs had
received more than the $10 per acre. When plaintiff discovered
the fraud, he sued defendants for the balance at the price received
by Ochs and recovered. 'J."he defendcnts allcgcJ exceptions. The
other facts appear in the opinion.

B. R. 01wtis & S. G. Croswell, for defendants.
G. O. Sha!faclc & W. A. Jlun1·os, for plaintiff.
F IELD, J. O! the rulings requested by the defendants the
second and third were refused because the facts 'vere uot foaud to
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cases, in his own name, is subordinate to tho rights of the principal, who may, unless in particnlar cases whore the agent bas a lien
or some other vested right, bring suit himself and thus suspend or
extinguish the right of the agent.
Applying the general principles thus announced to the facts
hereinbefore stated, our conclusions are, that Rowe became an
agent only, and hence not a trustee, for the sale of the property
left with him by the banks; that he acquired no lien either upon
the property or its proceeds which would have prevented the
national banks, or either of them, as the situation might have
authorized at the time, from revoking Rowe's anthority as their
agent, and demanding an accounting from the banking company
as to the money deposited with it by him, or from demanding such
an accounting without revoking Rowe's agency; that, consequently, the money so deposited constituted a fund upon which the
national banks might have based a claim against the banking company when the agreement was mut u ally entered into on th e 10th
day of August, 1883, and that, if, in fact, all claim against that
fnnd was released by the agreement of that date, the agency of
Rowe in all matters concerning the fund was thereby revoked,
leaving him in a position to demand only an accounting for hisservices and expenses.
(The court then find that the effect of the release was to relinquish
the national banks' claim upon this fund.)
Judgment affirmed.

(LA w

REPORTS,

1

APPEAL CASES,

256, 15 Mo.A.K's ENG. REP. 124.)

RHODES vs. FORWOOD.
(English House of Lords, May, 1876.)

Action for damages for an alleged breach of contract.
Rhodes was the owner of the Risca Colliery; Forwood & Paton
were brokers in Liverpool. The declaration set forth an agreement dated the 24th of September, 1869, of which the material
parts were stated in the opinion.
'.I.'he agreement was acted upon by the parties until the 1st of
March, 1873, when the defendants contracted to sell the Risca
colliery, and the vendees took possession of it on the 22d of that
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L ords CHELMSFORD, HATHERBY, P ENZANCE and O'HA.GA.N
delivered concurring opinions.
Reversed.
NOTE-See, also, Bw·ton ~&. Great No1·thern Ry. Oo. , 9 Ex. 507; Church,.
ward 1.'S, The Queen, "L. R. 1 Q. B. 173; Exparte Maclure, L. R. 5 Ch. 787;
Aspdin vs. Austin, 5 Q. B. 671; Dunn vs. Sayles, 5 Q. B. 685; Orr ti& Ward,
73 fil 318; Mc.Arthur vs. 'Times Printing Co., ante,---.

(LA. W REPORTS, 1891, 1 QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION, 544.)
TURNER vs. GOLDSMITH.
(English Oom·t of Appeal, January, 1891. )

The defendant, a shirt manufacturer, by contract in writing,
agreed to employ the plaintiff, u.nd the plaintiff agreed to serve the
defendant as agent, canvasser, and trnveler on the terms- first,
that the agency should be determined by either party at the end of
five years by notice; secondly, that the plaintiff should do bis
utmost to obtain orders for and sell the various goods "manufactured or sold by the defendant as should from time to time be
forwarded or submitted by sample or pattern to '11. " And it was
further provided that the plaintiff should be remunerated by such
commission as was specified in the contract. After about two years
the defendant's manufactory was burned down and he did not resume
business, and thenceforth did not employ the plaintiff, who brought
an action for breach of contract.
Winch, Q. 0., and H. K iscl1,, for the plaintiff.
E. Bullen, for the defendant.

LINDLEY, L . J . This is an action for breach of contract in not
employing the plaintiff for the period of five years. The contract
turns upon the constmction of the agreement entered into by
the parties, and the application of it in the events which have
happc11cd. 'l'he plaintiff ·wished to act as traveler to the defendant,
and the defenclant wished to engage him in that capacity. An
agn.emc:Ht, dated J auuary 31, 1887, was entered into between them,
which cou tainecl this rcci tal:
"Whereas, in consideration of the agreement of the said A. S.
T urner, the said company" (£. ~., Mr. Goldsmith, and any partn er
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as there was an express undedaking on the part of the oil company
to keep tbe agents supplied with oil at all seasons of the year, a.nd
to pay them ~75. 00 per month for one year. 'l'he case does not
fall within the principle of such cases as Bu1·ton vs. Great Northern R'y Co., 9 Exch. 507; Rhodes vs. Forward, L. R. 1 App. Oas.
256 (ante-); and Orr vs. Ward, 73 Ill. 318, in which it was
ruleu that it was not obligatory on the employer to furnish business
to the agent or employ~ throughout the whole period embraced in
the contract, the reason of such ruling being that the employer
bad not stipulated so to do. Here, on the contrary, the stipulation was no less express on behalf of one party than of tbe other.
If such a notice as we are considering would not have dissolved
the engagement pending the first or second year of the service, it
could not have that effect pending the seventh year unless, by
reason of not having been expressly renewed or continued after the
second year, it ceased to be a contract for a whole year and became
indefinite as to time, or a contract at will only. Tested by the law of
ordinary hiring, or of master and servant, there can be no doubt
that services rendered without a new agreement after the contract
term has expired are to be compensated at the same rate, and to
that extent the prior contl'act is renewed or continued in force.
N. H. Iron Factory vs. Richardson, 5 N. II. 294:; Jrallaco vs.
Floyd, 29 Pa. St. l b4, 72 Am. Dec. G20; Ranck vs. .Albright, 36
I d. 367; ~Nicholson vs. J'atcldn, 5 Cal. 474; T'ail vs. JersPy, etc. ,
Oo., 32 Barb. 574; Weise vs. Board of Superviso1·s, 51 Wis. 504.
And where the term of employment does not exceed one year, the
authorities seem to us decisive that the prior contract is renewed
or continued for an equirnlent time, as well as at an equal rate.
"Where the hiring is under a special agreement, the terms of
the agreem ent must of course be obsen-ed. If there be no
special agreement, but the hiring is a general one without mention of time, it is construed to be for a year certain. If the
servant continue in the employment beyond that year, a contract
for a second year is implied, and so on." Smith's .Mer. Law, 2ti6;
same by P omeroy, sec. 508. """here a person bas been employed
by another for a certain definite term at fixed wages, if the services
are continued after the expira.tion of the term in the same business,
it is presumed that the continued services are rendered upon the
same terms; but this is a mere presumption, which may l>e overcome by proof of a new contract, or of facts and circumstances
that show that the parties in fact understood that the terms of the
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In J effries' case the contract was by an administrator of a
deceased person's estate with a firm of attorneys to prosecute a
doubtful claim, "for n, por tion of the proceeds, with full power to
compromise it as they should please," and we held that such an
agency was not revoked by the death of the administrator who
made the contract and the appointment of another in bis place.
The question was as to the ·rnlidity of a. compromise ma<le by
the attorneys, on that authority, after the death of the first administrator. I n the present case there was no authority to compromise.
Walker could do nothing to estal>lish the claim. Ile could not
even receive the money belonging to the state after he had got the
allowance of the claim by the United States.
We find no error in the record and the judgment is affirmed.

( 65 MARYL.A.ND, 359, 57 AM. REP. 331.)

NORTON vs. COWELL.
(Court of .Appeals of Maryland, April, 1886.)

Robert Riddell Brown, for the appellant.

Richard Hamilton, for the appellee.
0. J., delivered the opinion of the court.

This action
was brought to recover wages alleged to be due from the appellant
to the appellee on a contract of biriug.
The appellant, residing at Rio de J aneiro, in Sonth America,
was owner of certain ships, trading to and from ports in the United
States; and the appellee having been in the sernce of the appellant
for eighteen months or more prior to the 20th of .August, 1883, the
latter addressed to the appellee the following letter, which was
given in evidence as proof of the contract of hiring sued on:
ALVEY,

RIO DE J .A.NERIO, 20th August, 1883.
Oapt. John Cowell:
DE.AR SrR: Your conduct during the last eighteen (18) months
that yon have been in my employ has given me great satisfaction,
ancl uow, as I put all my shirs un<l er my own 1l:i,g, I appoint
yon superintendent of all my shiJ)S, both here and a.t any ports in
U. S. America; and yon will pleese help all my capt· ins to get
qui~k dispatch, and also see that no damaged or bad cargo is ship-
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pay for them under the contract of 1874. In either cace, his rela-.
tion to the company would be one of agency, th·tt could be terminated at its win or by renunciation upou his part, at least after
1875. Of course the revocation by the princi1Jal of the agent's
authority could not injuriously a.ffect existing contracts made by
the latter un<l.er the power originally conferred upon him.
For the reasons stated the court below erred in not instructing
the jnry, as r equested, to return a verdict for the defendant.
The judgment is reversed, with directions to grant a new trial
and for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

{ 23 LOUISIA.NA ANNUAL, 895.)

JAOODS v. WARFIELD.
(Supreme Oourt of Loui&iana. May, 1S11.)

Saucier & M1.chinard, for plaintiff and appellee.
John H. Ilsley, for defendant and appellant.
WYLY, J. The defendant has appealed from the judgment condemning her to pay the plaintiff $2,610 for violating the contra.ct
which she made with him on the sixth day of October, 1865, and
for money advanced by him for her benefit under said contract. In
this contract the plaintiff was employed as an agent to superintend
all the business of the defendant in the parish of St. John the
Baptist, in relation to certain wild lands which the defendant
-owned in said parish, and he was especially authorized to take
charge of and exercise general control over said property; to prevent the commission of trespass or wastes upon said lands, and to
appear in court to prosecute and defend all suits in reference
thereto, as occasion might require, "with the distinct understanding that no other charge shall be made by the said Jacobs for his
services in taking charge of the said lands, and removing therefrom
all trespassers, than one-fourth interest in the revenue derived
from the sale of wood and timber cut therefrom by snid Jacobs and
his employ~s, as herein expressed, which shull be a full and adequate
remuneration and compensation for all sen-foes that ho, said
J acobs, may render the said Mrs. Warfield under and by virtue of
this procuration."
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the same extent as though such special instructions were not
given. Were the law otherwise, the door would be open to the
commission of gross !rands. Good faith requires that the principal should be held by tho acts of one whom he has publicly clothed
with apparent authority to bind him. Story on Agency, sects.
126, 127, and cases there cited.
The law on the silence of the company, after receiving the statement of the agent that the premium had been paid, is also free
from doubt. Silence then was equivalent to an adoption of the
act of the agent, and closed the mouth of the company ever afterwards. It does not appear that the company ever objected to the
payment of the premium to him until after the death of the insured.
It was then too late. As pertinently said by counsel, the company cannot be permitted to occupy the vantage ground of retaining the premium if the party continued in life, and repudiating it
if he died.
Judgment affirmed.

( 83 NEW YORK, 378, 38 AM.

REP.

441.)

SIBBALD vs. BETHLEHEM IRON COMPANY.
(New York OoU1't of Appeals, December, 1880.)

Action for commissions. The opinion states the facts.
plaintiff bad judgment below•

The

.Albert Stickney, for appellant.
Thomas Hy. Edsall, for respondent.
J. The evic1{'nce satisfactorily shows that the defend·
ant employed the plain tiff to sell the steel rails of the former'e
manufacture to the Grand Trunk Railroad Company. The existence of such a contract was strennonsly denied on the part of th&
appellant, but the proofs establish it and leave it without snbstnn~
tial contradiction. The plaintiff swears that in December, 1873,
he met and was introduced to Mr. Ilunt, the president of the
defendant corporation, and was requested by him to use the plaintiff's exertions and intere<>t in selling steel rails of the Bethlehem
Iron Company's make, and particularly to the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, and that the plaintiff agreed to do so if he could
Ilnnt was afterward examined, and does not contradict this stateFINCH,
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the authorities in which the preventive remedy by injunction bas
been allowed. T here is absolntely nothing in the evidence to show
that the performances of the defendants were unique or of any
special merit. The plaintiff himself will not even admit that they
a.re; while others say that the performances were "great," "pretty
good," "do a fair act," etc., and others, that their perf01•mances
were merely that of the ordinary acrobat, and that there would be
no trouble in supplying their places, or, as one of a good deal of
professional experience says, "in getting a thousand to do just aa
good variety business."
Indeed, according to our view of the evidence, the plaintiff fails
to make a case within the principle in which equity allows relief
for a breach of contract for personal services, and the court below
committed no error in dismissing the bill.
Norn.-Wbere a person has entered int;o a definite contract t;o perform
serviCt>e of such a personal and unique kind that they cannot be easily
replaced, and the loss of them cannot adequately be compensated by
damages, while the court will not undertake to ~nforce specific performance
of the contract (see Alworth vs. Seymour, ante) it will by injunction

restrain the person from violating the contract, even though no negative
clause is included in the contract. See, in addition t;o the cases cited in
the opinion: Duff vs. Russell (1892), 14 N. Y. S. 184; Metropolitan Exhib.
Co. vs. Ward (1890) SN. Y. S. 779: Pratt vs. MontegrijJo (1890), 10 N. Y. S.
908.

III.
BY OPERATION 011' LAW.

(8

WHEATON,

174.)

HUNT vs. ROUSMANIER.
(Supreme Court of the United States, Feb1·uary, 1813.)

Appeal from the circuit court of Rhode Island.
T he original bill, filed by the appellant, Ilunt, stated that Louis
Rousmanier, the intestate of tho defendants, applied to the plaintiff, in January, 1820, fo r the loan of one thousand four hunJred
and fifty dollars, offering to give, in addition to his notes, a bill of
sale, or a mortgage of his interest in the brig Nereus, then at sea,
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on constituted Foxcraft the factor of Lanning, although be
received a fixed sal ary instead of tho usual mercantile commissions
for his services.
The decision ot the master was right in allowing to the administratrix the amount retained by Meads for the two notes. The
exceptions are therefore overruled with costs, and the report of the
master is confirmed.

( 113

NEW YORK,

600.)

WEBER vs. BRIDGMAN.
(New York Oourt of Appeals,

Jun~.

1889.)

Appeal from an order reversing a judgment in favor of the
plaintiff.
In 1871, Weber executed to Hartwig a power of attorney, authorizing him, among other things, to collect and receive moneys
becoming.due from any person to his principal, and to execute discharges thereof, etc. H artwig purchased a bond and mortgage,
receiving an assignment thereof to Weber, and as agent collected
the interest thereon as it fell d ue, receipting therefor in the nam e
of Weber. T he latter died in Germany in J anuary, 1874. The
bond fell due in May of that year and was paid by Bridgman, the
then owner of the mortgaged premises, to Hartwig, who executed
a. satisfaction of the mortgage and delivered to the payor the bond
and mortgage, the assignment and the power of attorney. H artwig knew at the time of the death of Weber, but he did not disclose the fact to Bridgman, and the latter made no inquiries. In
an action brought in 1885 to foreclose the mortgage, the court
found that Hartwig never accounted to plaintill, the widow and
administratrix of Weber, for the bond and mortgage or the proceeds,
and that plaintiff never assented to or ratified the payment, and did
not know of the existence of the bond and mortgage or the cancellation thereof until within a short time of the commencemen t of
the action.

Alex. 8 . Bacon, for appellant.
T homa& H. Rodman, fo r respondents.
DANFORTH,

J. It should be assumed, withon t argument, that
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If the jury should find that the evidence as to any fact, essential
to pJnintiff's rights of recovery, and as to which the burden ot
proof rests on them, is evenly balanced, or in equilibrium, their
verdict must be for the defendant. Va11dei entJr v&. Ford, 60
AJa. 610.
We have not deemed it necessary to specifically consider the
numerous exceptions to the rulings of the court on the evidence,
and in instructing the jury, each of which is assigned for error.
We have endeavored to select such as related to the issues properly
made by the evidence in its different aspects, and involved the
principles on which the rights of the parties must ultimately
depend, and which should govern the court in putting the case
before the jury. Evidence which proximately tends to prove or
disprove these principal issues should be received; and that excluded
which is incapable of affording a reasonable presumption of their
truth or falsity. And charges based on partial facts, ignoring
other material facts, such as a bare shipment of goods to defendant,
and the appropriation of them to his use by him or his authorized
agent, omitting reference to the fact of a prior purchase, and
Tatbam's authority, are calculated to mislead and confuse the jury,
and should not be given.
Reversed and remanded.
1

( 124 PENNSYLVANIA STATE, 291, 10 All. ST. RBP. 585, 2 L. R.
A. 823.)

HUBBARD vs. TENBROOK.
(Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, March, M89.)

Action to recover for goods sold to the alleged agents of de.fend··
ants. Plaintifis recovered and defendants bring error.

Joseph L. Tull, for plaintiffs in error.
Joseph De F. Junkin, for defendants in error.
MITOilELL, J.
(After criticizing the plaintiffs' statement.)
Fortunately for the plaintiffs, their statcmeu t is helped out. as
to the first fact, by the bill of particulars, which, being sworn to
be a copy of their book of original entry, imports delivery as well
BS sale.

WA'l"IEA U
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WATTEAU vs. F ENWICK.
( English Oourt of Queen•s Bench, December, 189!J.)

Action for goods sold.

The opinion states the facts.

Finlay, Q. O. (Scott Fox with him), for defendants.

B oydell Bougltton, for plaintiff.
J. The plaintiff sues the defendants fQ.r the P!ice ~
cigars supplied to the Victoria Hotel, Stockton-upon-Tees. The
h0n8e waskept, not by the defendants, but BJ' a person nam-;d
H umble, whose name was over the door. T~lai ntiff gave credlt
to H umble, and to him alone, and had never heard of the defenda;ts. The business, however, was really the defend;~~s', ~the~
had pnt Humble into it ~:Lnage it fur them- and bad forbidd~n
1iiiii to buy cigars on credit. The cigars, however, were _such _al!
would usually be supplied to and dealt in at sucb_an establishE!.ent. The learned county court judge helg t}lat the defendants
were liable. I am of opinion that he was right. .,.
There seems to be less of direct authority on the subject than one
would expect. But I think that the Lord Chief Justice during
the argument laid down the correct principle, viz. : Once it is
established that the defendant was the real principal, the ordinary
doctrine as to principal and agent applies-that the principal is
liable for all the acts of the agfillt which are within the autl:lority
usually confided to an agent of that character;Ilotwitbstanding
limitations, as between the princiEl~nd the agent,_ pnt upon_that
authority. It is said that it is only so where there baa been a//
holding out of authority-which cannot be said of a case where
the person supplying the goods knew nothing of the existence of a
principal. But I do not think so. Otherwise, in every case of
undisclosed principal, or at least in every case where the fact of
there being a principal was undisclosed, the secret limitation of
authority would prevail and defeat the action of the person dealing with the agent and then discovering that he was au agent and
had a principal.
But in the case of a dormant partner it is clear law that no limitation of authority as between the dormant and active partner will
W ILLS,

24
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CHAPTER II.
OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE AUTHORITY GENER ALLY.

( 36

PENNSYLVANIA. ST.A.TE,

498, 78 AM. Dxo. 390.)

LOUDON SAVI NGS FUND SOCIETY vs. HAGERSTOWN
SAVINGS BANK.
(Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, 1860.)

Thia was an action of assumpsit brought by the bank against
forty-three persons doing business in the name of the Loudon Savings Fund Society, to recover on a certificate of deposit signed by
one Easton, the treasurer of the society. The defendants denied
his authori ty to make or issue the certificate. The court below
directed a verdict for the plaintiff.

Reilly & Sharpe, for plaintiffs in error.
McLelland & McOhtre, for defendant in error.

WooDWARD, J. (After stating the facts.) It is apparent that
the greu.t question raised upon the record bad reference to the
character and extent of Easton's authority as the agent of the
defendants. T he party who avails himself of the act of an agent
must, in order to charge the principal, prove the authority under
which the act is done. If the authority be created by power of
attorney or other writing, the instrument itself must in general be
produced; and since the construction of writings belongs to the
oourt, and not to the jury, the fact and scope of the agency are, in
such cases, questions of law, and are properly decided by the j udge.
But the authority may be by parol, or it may be implied from t he
conduct of the employer in sanctioning the credit given to a person
acting in his name, and in many cases the acts of an agent, though
not in conformity to his authority, may yet be binding upon bis
employer, who is left in such cases to seek his remedy against his
agent. Whether an employer be or be not bound by such acts a.a
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cumstances. Story on Agency, § 239. The jury have found
upon satisfactory e>idence that there bas been no auoption of these
notes, or ratification of Packard's acts by the defenuant.
There was no error in the admission of evidence. All the testimony offered and.given by the defendant was in respect to the res
gestm, and the transactions given in evidence by the plaintiffs, and
to disprove any connection with the making of the notes, or the
consideration upon and for which they were made, and the relation
in which he stood to the property mortgaged, and was all competent, bearing more or less directly upon the question of agency
and the alleged ratification of the acts of the agent.
The question to the defendant, as to his intent to ratify the giving the notes, was not the most appropriate interrogatory to draw
out the evidence sought. The intent of the act was immaterial, i!
the defendant had deliberately and understandingly executed a
deed reciting the notes as made by him and covenanting to pay
them. The legal effect of such an instrument would not be evaded
by the want of an actual intent to confirm the acts of the agent by
whom the notes were made. The answer of the witness only went
to the fact that he did not deliberately and understandingly execute
the mortgage as one given to secure these two votes as bis notes
past due.
There was no error upon the trial, and the judgment must be
affirmed.
NOTE.-Seo, also, Vanada 1:s. Hopkin.a, 1 J. J. Marsh, (Ky.) 285, 19 Am.
Dec. 92; Reese vs. Medlock, 27 Tex. 120, 84 Am. Dec. 611; Franklin vs.
Ezell, 1 Sneed, (Tenn.) 497; /::Jtrung vs. Stewart, 9 Heh>k. (Tenn.) 137; Btmjamin vs. Benjamin, ante, p. 72; Huntley vs. Jfathias, post, p. 408 -;
(}ravea v.s. Horton, ante, p. 82; Shackman vs. llittle, 87 Ind. 187.

( 44 NEw JBnsxY LA.w, 257.)
OAMDEN SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST COMPANY vs.
ABBOTT.
(Supreme Court of New Jersey, June, 1881.)

Action upon a promissory note drawn to the order of J. R.
Abbott, and signed with the na.me of defendant by J. R. Abbott,
who acted under a. power of attorney stating, "This is to certify
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CHAPTER III.
OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF AUTHORITIES OF CERTAIN KINDS.

I.
OF .A.GENT AUTHORIZED TO SELL LAND.

( 99

UNITED STATES,

668.)

LYON vs. POLLOCK.
(Supreme Court of the United States, October, 1878.)

I n this action it was sought to have a deed, purporting to be
executed from Lyon to P ollock, by one P aschal as his agent, but
which had been held to be insufficient to pass the title, declared to
be a contract to convey, and, as such, to be specifically enforced.
Decree below for such performance. Defendant appeals.

Phil1p I'lu"Zlips and W. H. Pliillips, for the appellant.
No counsel for appellee.
FIELD, ~T.
This case turns upon the construction given to the
lettor of Lyon to P aschal, of the 24th of August, 1865. That
letter clearly did not authorize the execution of a conveyance by
Paschal in the name of L yon to the purchaser. Its insufficiency
in tha.t reep1:ct was authoritatively determined in the action at law
for the lanll; the instrument executed by Paschal as the deed of
Lyon beiug held inoperative to pass the legal title. The question
now is, was the letter su tlicient to an thorize a contract for the sale ot
the lo ts? 'l'o determi ue this, anu give full effect to the language
of the wriler we must place ourselves in his position, so as to read
it, as it were, with bis eyes and mind.
It appeurs from his answer, as well as his testimony, that he
was in great dauger 0£ p~rsonal violeuce in San Antonio, shortly
after tho commencement of t he rebellion, owing to his avowed
hostility to scccsi:iiou, or at least that ho thought he was in
such daugor. lie approhendecl that bis life was menaced, and was
in couseq u en co inu uced to flee the conn try. Ile possessed a t the
time a largo amount of property, real and personal, in San Antonio.
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(U. S.) 451; Peters v. Farn.<Jworth, 15 Vt. 155, post p. 387; Vanada va. Hop-

kins, 1 J. J. Marsh, 293; Tagga,r t V8. Stanberry, 2 McLean, 64.3; Rawle on
Cov. § 20, note."

( 15

VERMONT,

155, 40 AM. DEo. 671.)

PETERS vs. FARNSWORTH.
(Supreme Court of Vermont, January, 184,3.)

Case. Defendant, acting as attorney of Cadwallader and Astley,
conveyed to plaintiff a certain lot of land, with covenants of warranty and seizin. Subsequently plaintiff was evicted by title paramount. He now brought an action on the case, alleging in his
declaration that defendant had fal>5ely represented himself as possessed of authority to bind Cadwallader and Astley by deed with
covenants of warranty, and thereby deceived and misled him.
Defendant introduced in evidence, after plaintiff had rested, the
power of attorney under which he acted. The operative clause
will be found set forth at large in the opinion. The court below
was of the opinion that the power of attorney was insufficient to
authorize the execution of the deed with covenants of warranty.
Plaintiff had a verdict.

B. R . & J. J. Beardsley, for the defendants.
Smalley and Adams, contra.
By the court, WILLIAMS, 0. J. Exceptions were taken to the
decision of the county court by both pla.intiff and defendant. The
exception taken by the plaintiff is to the rule of damages laid down
by the court. Those taken by the defendant involve the inquiry
whether the plaintiff can maintain any action against the defendant on the facts appearing in the case; and this depends on the
construction to be given to the letter of attorney from Cadwallader
and Astley to the defendant, for if that letter of attorney authorized him to execute the conveyance to the plaintiff, with the covenant of warranty, the snit of the plaintiff fails.
In certain sales of personal property, tbe agent who is empowered
to sell, is authorized to give a warranty of the soundness of the
article sold, on the ground, as was said by Lord ELLENBOROUGR,
Alexander vs. Gibson, 2 Cnmp. 555, that, as it is now usual, on the
sale oi horses, to require a warranty, the agent may fairly be pre-
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In the case before us, the complainan t says he examined carefn1ly the power of attorney, and had it examined b.y his legal
adviser, and that he made the purchase npon his own judgment
and t hat of his legal adviser that tho agent had power to sell the
lot for goods, wares and merchandise. Ile act.eel at bis own peril,
and got no title to the lot, unless t he act of the agent was afterwards ratified and confirmed by the principal. * • • ( T he
court further held that no ratification bad been shown.)
· Complainant's bill dismissed, and decree for complainants in the
cross-bill.
NOTE:.-That power to sell land confers no power to sell on credit, see,
also, School DiBtrict vs. AEtna Insurance Co., ante, p. 194..

II.
OR AGENT AUTHORIZED TO SELL PERSONAL PROPERTY.

(58

MA RYL.A.ND

305, 42

AM. REP.

332.)

LEVI vs. BOOTH.
(Court of Appeals of Maryland, April,

TROVER. The opinion states the case.
ment below.

188~.)

The plaintifi had judg-

R obert D. Morrison, for appellants.
Geo. Hawkins Williams, for appellee.
ALVEY,

J . In this case it appears that the plaintiff was the owner

of a valuable dg~ond ri!!g, and he placed it in the hands and possession of a party by the name of De Wolff, a dealer and trader in
jewelry, for the purpose of obtaining a match for it, or failing in
that to get an ofier for it; and there is nothing in the proof to show
t hat it wae given into the possession of De Wolff for any other purpose, or that he was in any manner authorized to sell it.
The defendants were pawnbrokers and dealt in articles of jewelry.
De Wolff dealt with them and made purchases on credit, nnd settled
f rom time to time; and among the articles of jewelry, he purchased
diamond rings, earrings, studs, watches, etc., and became considerablj indebted to the defendan ts. He appears to have been a sort o1
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signed by Miers is an easy matter. It can mean nothing else than
an authority to sell t he stones to the customer if they met his
approval, and if not actually sold before demand made, they should
be returned to the plaintiffs upon such demand.
This conclusion as to what was the actual authority given to
Miers does not in the least affect the propriety of the decisions cited
by the counsel for the respondents and in the opinion of the court
at General Term, to the effect that one intrusted simply with the
possession of personal property, with no power to sell or pass title,
cannot give title to the property even to a bona fide purchaser for
value. The question here is simply what was the authority with
which the man l\liers was clothed, and upon the undisputed evidence in the case, we hold it was an authority to sell.
The judgment of the General Term and of the circuit should be
reversed, and a new trial ordered, costs t< abicle the event.
All concur.
Judgment reversed.
NOTE.-~ec, a.bo, 1'owle vs. Le.auitt. unte, p. &8.

{ 55

WISCONSIN

515, 42 AM. REP. 740.)

McKINDLY vs. DUNHAM.
(Supreme Court of Wisconsin. August, 1881.)

Action for price of goods. The opinion states the facts.
defendant had judgment below.

The

Geo. D. Waring and T. C. Ryan, for appellant.
W. W. D. Tu1·1ier, for respondent.
ORTON,

J. A short time before August 11, 1879, one W. L.

Kilbourn called upon the defendant at Berlin, Wisconsin, exhibited the cards of the plaintiffs' house in Chicago, and solicited and
obtained from the defendant an order for 1,000 cigars of a certain
brand upon, and sent the same to, the plnintifis, and the plaintiffs
on that day shipped the cigars and sent the bill thereof ($30 at
sixty days) to, and they were duly received by, the defendant.
About thirty days thereafter the said Kilbourn called upon the
said defendant and asked him "if he would just as soon pay him
for those cigars as not," and the defendant replied "that he would
as soon pay it then as any other time," and paid the same, and
said Kilbourn receipted the original bill produced by the defend-
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appellant, that these words were notice to the defendant whether
he s::i.w them or not. We think this was clearly erroneous. If
these words, so legible and prominent on tho face of the bill,
would not be notice, it would seem to be impossible to give a purchaser such a notice. By all authorities he must be presumed to
have observed these words, and to have had such notice, when they
were so prominent on the face of a bill of goods in his possession,
and in which be alone was interested as purchaser. It might as
well be said that the contents of any written or printed notice of
any kind, or for any purpose, were not presumed to have been
brought home to and to be known by a party on his receipt of the
notice. It is the law, and ought to have been given as asked, and
not left to the problematical finding of the jury. Jfamlock vs.
Fairbanks, 46 Wis. 415. (Omitting a minor point).
The judgment of the Circuit Court is reversed, and the cause
remanded for a new trial.
Judgment reversed.
NoTE.-See, also, Putnam tis. French, 63 Vt. 402, 88 Am. Rep. 682;
Trainor 111. Morrison, 78 Me. 160, 67 Am. Rep. 790.

(75 WISCONSIN, 619.)
HIBBARD vs. PEEK
( Supreme Court of Wisconsin, January, 1890.)

Action by Hibbard, Spencer & Bartlett against George W. Peek,
to recover for goods sold and delivered.

Miles & Shea, for appellant.
Tomkins, Merrill & Smith, for appellee.
COLE, 0. J.
• • • The real contest in the case is upon
the counter-claim or offset of the defendant for commissions. The
facts on which the counter-claim arises are stated by the defendant
in his testimony substantially as follows: " Benr wt [the plaintiff's
salesman] came to my store at Ashland, and asked if I wanted some
goods. I told him I thought so; I would look around. I asked
him how he would like to take a stock order. Ile said, 'That is
what I would like,' and said: 'Where is it?' I said I wanted
something for it . I generally charge for information that is vain-
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By the court: The judgment of the circuit court is reversed,
and the cause is remanded for a new trial

III.
OB AGENT AUTHORIZED TO PURCHASE.

( 56

WISCONSIN,

23.)

KOMOROWSKI vs. KRUMDICK.
(Supreme Court of Wisconsin , October,

188~.)

Action to recover for wheat alleged to have been sold t o defendants through their agent, one Grist. Judgment below for plaintiff.

E. G. Higbee, for appellau ts.
Button Brotliers, for respondent.
T AYLOR, J . * * * T he power of Grist as the agen t of the
tlefendants was limited to purchases for cash, and nothing else,
anu he was expressly prohiuited from taking wheat in store on
their account. When the principal furni shes his agent, to buy on
hfa account, suilicient funds to make the purchases, the law does
not raise any presumption that such agent may bind his principal
by a purchase on credit, bu t the contrary. And in such case the
priucip:il will not be bound by a purchase made on credit, unless
he has knowledge of the fact, and does something in ratification
thereof. or unless it be shown that it is the custom of the trade to
buy upon credit. The defendants fu rnished Grist the money to
pay for all purchases ma<le by him on their account, and the evidence tends to show that Grist did not delh-er to them enough
wl1cat to coyer the amount of their advances.
Thero is nothing in the evidence tending to show that the
defendants held Grist out as having any other powers as their
agent than those expressly conferred upon him. There is no
evidence that the defentlants had ever ratified any purchase by
Grist for them upon credit. T here is no eYiclence, in fact, that he
ever made any purchase except of the plaintiff upon credit. Nor
L hre any evidence that au agent to purchase wheat for a princi-
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I V.
OF A.GENT AUTHORIZED TO SIGN NEGOTIABLE PAPER.
(

TENN.

, 20

s. w. REP.

802, 18 L. R. A. 663. )

JACKSON ET AL. vs. NATIONAL BANK OF McMINNVI LLE.
(Supreme Court of Tennessee, January, 1893.}

Action by Jackson, Mathews & Harris against the l\ational Bank
of McMinnville. The complainants were wholesale grocery merchants and had in their employ as a traveling salesmen or drummer
one Gibson. Gibson's duty was to travel through the country, take
orders from retail merchants for goods, and collect the bills as they
became due. Gibson sold a bill of goods to Meadows. Before
Meadows' bill became due, and while Gibson was still in the service

of complainants, he proposed to Meadows that if he would then
pay the bill, he wonld be allowed a discount of 2 per cent.
Meadows agreed, and gave to Gibson bis check on the defendant,
payable to the order of J ackson, Mathews & Harris. On the face
of the check was inserted the statement that it was "in fall of
acct. to date." Upon the back of th e check Gibson indorseu the
names of complainants," J ackson, Mathews & Harris, by Gibson,"
and presented it to the defendant bank, where it was paid to him
and charged against the deposit account of Meadows. Gibson
failed to pay over or account to complainants for this money. Complainants having learned that Gibson had collected other money
due them, and failed to account for it; discharged him. Gibson
absconded.
Subsequently complainants sent to J. J . Meadows a statement of
his account, requesting payment. Meadows replied that he had
paid the account to Gibson by giving him a check on the defendant
bank, and had settled with the bank, and taken up the check.
Complainants demanded of defendant payment to them of the
check, which was refnsed. Complainants filccl their bill to hold
the bank liable, and to recover the amount of the check, alleging
that Gibson had no right to indorse complainant's name, and that
the payment of the check to him was unaut.horized. The defendant answered, stating, in substance, that Gibson was authorized to
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mnst bear the loss who put it in tbe power of such third person to
inflict the injury, does not apply in this case, because tLe thircl
person who did the injury, did so of himself and without warrant
or authority from any one; it was not an abuse of a power g ranted
by King to Gordon, but it was an act by Gordon wh olly unwarranted. Wood vs. Steele, 6 Wall (U. S.) 80, 83. T he charge was
manifest error.
J udgment reversed.
NOTE.- Authority to execut.e negotiable instruments will be strictly construed. Craighead vs. Peterson, ante, p. 873; Brantley vs. Southern L. Ins.
Co. , 58 Ala. 554; Blackwell vs. K etcham, 53 Ind. 184; Breed vs. First i\'at.
Bank, 4 Colo. 481; F'il'st National Bank vs. Gay, G3 Mo. 33, 21 Am. Rep.
'80.

v.
011 A.GENT TO MANAGE BUSINESS.

( 46

N EW JERSEY LAW,

448, 50 AM.

REP.

442.)

BROCKWAY vs. :MU LLIN.
( Supreme Court of New Jersey, November, 1884-)

.Action to recover for the loss of a wagon, harness, etc. The
agreement under which they were furni shed was made with the
h usband of appellant, who acted as her agent in carrying on the
hotel, and was to the effect that horses and carriages furnished to
guests of the hotel should be charged to the hotel, and that Brockway, ae such agent, was to be responsible for their safe keeping
and return. Brockway ordered the horse, wagon, etc., for a guest,
who absconded with them, and the horse only was recovered.

R. Byington, for plaintiff in certiorari.
J. H. Meeker, for defendant.
J. The reason relied upon for the reversal of this jndgment which I will first notice is that there is no e1idence in the
case from which the court could find that the contract set out in
the finding of the court was entered into between the plaintiff and
Frank S. Brockway. But while the testimony is not very clear,
REED,
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real authority nor the appearance of authority which she had conferred upon him.
Let the judgment, so far as it affects the defendant Josephine
E. Brockway, be set a.side.
Jndgment set a.side.

( 11

COLORADO,

391.)

VESCELIUS vs. MARTIN.
(Supreme Court of Colorado. April, 1888.)

Action to recover a commission for finding a purchaser for
appellant's bnsiness. The agreement to pay the commission was
made with appellant's husband who managed the business for her.
Plaintiff recovered and defendant appeals.

Messrs. Tilford, Gilmore and Rlwdes, for appellant.
Mr. M. B. Carpenter, for appellee.

DE FRANCE, C. The evidence in this case fails to disclose that
W. S. Vescelins was possessed of authority from his wife, the
defendant, to make the contract sued upon. Without such proot
the action mast fail. The most that cao be claimed for the evidence in this respect is that the husband was agent for the wife in
conducting a. retail grocery business. Granting the fact that his
agency was a general one for this purpose, it does not follow that
he had authority to sell out the entire business, stock and fixtures
in one transaction. This authority is not to be imp1ied from such
an agency. But, if it were, the further authority in such agent to
employ some one else to do so at the cost of his principal cannot
b e implied therefrom. It is not necessary to notice the other
questions discussed by counsel. The evidence being insufficient to
support the same, the judgment should be reversed and the cause
remanded.
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CHAPTER I.
IN GENERAL.

( 30

MINNESOTA.,

388.)

THOMAS vs. JOSLIN.
(Supreme Oourt of Minnesota, May, 188j.)

Appeal by plaintiff from an order of the district court refusing a
new trial, the action having been dismissed at the close of the
plaintiff's evidence.
W. P. Olou_qli, for appellant.

McNair & Gilfillan, for respondent.
B ERRY,

J. This action is brought to enforce specific perform-

ance of an agreement to sell and convey certain land alleged to
have been executed by Whitney as agent of defendant, by whom
the land was owned.
1. AB to the fact of agency, we are of opidon that the letters
introduced upon the trial, and which compose all the evidence in
the premises, constitute Whitney defendant's agent to sell the land
for ~ 2,5 00 cash, subject to Miller's lease, and for a compensation
of $50. They do not purport to be a contract directly with the
plaintiff, the alleged vendee, to sell to him, but an authority to
Whitney to enter into a contract of sale with some one.
2. The seal which Wl.tiLuey affixed to t.he agreement was
unauthorized, because Whitney's authority was not under seal; but
it may be rejected as a separable excess of authority, and the agree-
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OF THE EXECUTION OF SEALED INSTRUMENTS.

( 70

MISSOURI

18, 35 Ali.

REP.

404.)

McCLURE vs. HERRING.
(Supreme Court of Missouri, October, 1879.)

Ejectment. The opinion states the facts.
judgment below.

The defendant had

8. P. E uston, for appellant.
F. H. Ramer and T. D. N eal, for respondent.
IlENnY, J . The plaintiff brought snit in the Harrison Oircuit
Court to its Mnrch term, 1877. against defendant for the possession
of the southwest quarter of section 20, township 66, range 27, in
said connty. T he petit ion was in the ordinary form of petition in
c~cdmcnt.
T he defendant's answer was a general denial. The
plain tiff read in eviden ce, to maintain the issues on his part, a.
U nited St()tes patent, conveying the land to Leo Tarlton. P laintiff
t11cn read in evidence a power of attorney from Leo Tarlton and wife
to Thomas W. Hawkins, authorizing him as their attorney in fact, in
t he ir names, to sell and dispose of, in fee simple, all l ands of
wbich they were seized in t he conn ties of Atchison, Andrew, H arri on, Grundy aud Gentry in the State of Missouri, as well as
oilier lands situate and lying in the State of Missouri, and for
them, in their names and as their act and deed, to sign, seal, execute aud deliver such deeds and conveyances for the sale and
di;;posal of any part thereof, as their said attorney should think fit.
P lain tiff n ext offered in eviden ce a certified copy of the record of a
deed from Thomas W. Ilawkins, for himself and Leo Tarlton and
wife, t o Alfred \V. L amb, which deed was as follows, affecting
said ]:'nds, towit :
"Know all men by tbese presents, that I, Thomas W. Hawkins
of ~farion conn ty, state of Missouri, for myself, and aa attorney
for Leo Tarlton and Mrs. G. Agnsta Tarlton, his wife • • •
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The manner in which the deed was execut ed, the covenant
entered into by Tarleton and bis wife that t hey would warrant the
title to Lamb, etc.; the declarntion in the deed that H awk ins is
acting for the principals, naming them, by virtue of their power of
attorney; the acknowledgement of the receipt of the money by
"us," unmistakably show that it was the deed of the principals;
and as this all appears clearly in t he instrument, "the precise fo rm
or arrangement of the words does not seem t o be essential." A
review or e1en brief notice of all the adjudications on this subject,
besides requiring immense labor, would only serve to show the conflict of the an thorities, and the very nice distinctions occasionaUy
drawn either to uphold or defeat a conveyance, bnt we are of
opinion that a large majority of the courts in which the most rigid
rules on the subject are maintained, would sustain this deed. T he
court erred in excluding it from the jury as evidence of title in
L amb.
(Omitting a minor point. )
All concurring, the judgment is reversed and the case remanded.
Reversed and remanded.

(4:8 NEW JERSEY LAW, 22, 57 AM. REP. 534.)

KNIGHT vs. CLARK.
(Supreme Court of New Jersey, Feln-uary, 1886. )

Action on the following contract:
u $4.07.17,
FIVE P orNTS, GLOUOESTE R C o ., N . J.,
October 28th, 1884.
"For value received we, Allen S. Clark, William M. Colson and
J oseph II. Knight, members of the t ownship committee of t he
t ownship of Ilarrison, county of Gloucester, N. J ., and our successors in office, promise to pay to Edward B. Knight or or der, in
ei::r months from the date hereof, with lawful interest from date,
wi !.hout defalcation.
And in case of default of payment ae aforesaid, we hereby
empower any attorney at ]aw to be appointed by snid Edward B.
Kni ght or his assigns, to appear in any court which said Edward
B. Knight or bis assigns may select, and commence or prosecute a
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and not with the defendants indi'ridnalJy. T he agreement thus
made could not be afterwards changed by either of the parties
with out the consent of the other. [,' tley vs. Don(lldson, 94 U. S. 29.
But it is said the corporation at the date of these letters was forbidden to do any business, not having then filed its articles of
association, as required by the statute. To this objection there are
several answers. The corporation subsequently ratified t he contract
by recognizing and treating it as valid. This made it in all respects
what it would have been if the requisite corporate power bad exist ed
when it was entered into. Angell & Ames. Corp. § 804, and
note. T he corporation having assumed by entering into the contract with the plaintiff to have the requisite power, both parties
are estopped to deny it. Id. § 635, and note. T he restriction
imposed by the statute is a simple inhibition. It did not declare
that what was done should be void, nor was any penalty prescribed.
No one but the State could object. The contract is • alid as to the
plaintiff, and he bas no right to raise the question of itsinvalidi ty.
National B ank V!. Matthews, 98 U. S. 621. The instruc tion g iven
by the court to the jury with respect to acts of user by the corporation in proof of its existence was correct. If there was any error,
it was in favor of the plaintiff. Angell & Ames, Corp. sec. 635.
• * •
Judgment affirmed.

( 156

MASSACHUSETTS,

28, 15 L. R. A. 509.)

BROWN vs. BRADLEE.
(Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, February, 189Z.)

Action to recover the am ount of a reward.
the facts. The plaintiff recovered below.

The opinion states

J. M. B. Chitrcltill, for the defencfants.
O. B rowne & J. J. Feeley (J. H. '.l'a y lor, with them), for the
plain tiff.
ll ourns, J. T h is is nn action t o recover a reward wh ich was
ofiLI'cu iu writ.ing in t.lill full uwiug ter ms:
" ~i,500

rewanl will be paid to any person furni shin g ericlence
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BOOK IV.
OF THE R IGH TS, DUTIES AND LTABILITIES A R ISIN G O UT OF THE RE LATION.

CHAPTER II.
OF THE DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF THE AGENT TO HIS
PRINCirAL.

I.
LOYALTY T O HIS TRUST.

(11

MICHIGAN,

222. )

THE PEOP LE vs. TOWNSHIP BOARD OF OVERYSSEL.
( Supreme Court of Michigan, Apri1, 1863.)

Application for mandamus to compel the township to issue bonds
to pay for work done under a contract to improve a harbor.
Defense that the contract was void because four of the Board who
let the contract were among the contractors for doing the wor k.
Balch & De Yoe, for respondent&
A . Russell, for relators.
M ANNING, J. Four of the relators, who took the contract to
build the piers, were members of the board of freeholders organized
under the act for tho purposes therein mentioned, and that let
the contract on behalf of the public. So careful is the law in
guarding against the abuse of fiduciary relations, that it will not
permit an agent to act for himself and his principal in the same

Ohap. II]
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standing such agent may have received it for the purpose of using
it or paying it out in pursuance of an illegal contract between bis
principal and a third person, and has been directed to so nse or
pay it, there appears to be no reason for making an exception to
the law governing the relation between principal and agent, for
such a case, which would prevent the principal from countermanding such directions, and revoking the authority of the agent, and
recovering the money. The principle recognized by the above
authorities has been sanctioned by the court in Dou1·ille iis . ..lfenic!c,
25 Wis. 688, and need not be further considered, except to affirm
it in this case.
IV. As to the two thousand dollars never paid out in pursuance of an agreement with Wright, ho'll'e•er illegal that agreement
may have been, and to the extent of such non-payment, the contract remains in fieri and executory, and to that extent may be
rescinded, and the money so remaining in the hands of the defendant may be recovered. T he law will n ot lencl its aid to enforce an
illegal contract while it remains executory, or disturb it after it is
fully executed (2 Chitty on Cont. 971; Niller vs. Larson, 19 Wis.
463 1; but it will in all cases favor its rescission and abandonment
bef ore its execn ti on. 2 P ars. on Cont., § 476. " lf an illegal
contract be executory, and if the plaintiff dissent from or disa,·ow
the contract before its completion, be may, on disaffirmance,
recover back money while in tran~itu to the other coutruetiug
party, th ere being in the case a locus poeni enliae, and the del1ctum
being incomplete." Edgar vs. Fowler, 3 East, 225; Vischer va.
Yates, 11 J ohns. 30; 2 Chi tty on Cont. 918.
•
•
*
Reversed.

v.
TO GIVB NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL.

(4

WATI'S

& SERGEANT, 305.)

DEVALL vs. BURBRIDGE.
(Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, September,

18~.)

Action on the case for negligence. Defendant as agen t was
operating a steamboat owned by plaintiff and others, and during
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718.)

KROEGER vs. PITCAIRN.
(Supre-TM Court of Pennsylvania. November, 1881.)

Pitcairn was a fire insurance agent and had written a policy !or
Kroeger. Kroeger kept petroleum on his premises which was
forbidden by the terms of the policy, unless written consent was
indorsed thereon. Kroeger called Pitcairn's attention to this
clause and was assured by t he latter that no wri t ten indorsement
was required where the amount kept was so small as t hat which
K roeger carried in btock. K roeger therefore accepted t he policy
without the indorsement. A fire dodtroyed his stock and in an
action against the insurance compa.ny, Kroeger was defeated
because he had kept this petro1e1eum wi thout the written consent.
Ile brought this action against Pitrnirn to rccornr damages for the
misrepresentation. J uugment for defendant below.

Dalzell and Hampton, for plaintifr in error.
Schoyer n.nd JfcGill, for defendant in error.
STERRETT, J.
T he subject of complnint, in both specification s
of error, iH the entry or judgment for defendant non obstante
t•eredicto. It is coutelHlt>d that upon the facts cstu.blishod by the
verdict, jndgruent ebould h a\e been entered thereon in favo r of
plaintiff. '111.ie jury were instructed to return a. verdict for the
nmount claimed by him, if they were sati "fictl the allegations of
fact contained in t110 point presoutou Ly him wore true. Iu view
of this, t he fincJing in his favor necessarily imp lie~ a veri:ficat ion of
the several matters specified in plnintiff's point, nnd hence it must
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should be borne by the other party who has been misled by it."
Story on Agency, 264. This principle is sustained by the authorities there cited, among which is Smout vs. llbery, 10 Mees. & Wels.
1, 9.
Without pursuing the subject furth er, we are of the opinion that
upon the facts established by the verdict, judgment should have
been entered for the plaintiff, on the question of law.
Judgment reversed, and judgment is now entered in favor of the
plaintiff for $3,027.20, the amount found by the j ury, with interest
from J anuary 20, 1882, the date of the verdict.
J adgment reversed.
NoTE.-See, also, Farmers' Co-operative Trust Oo. t·s. Floyd, 47 Ohio
St. 525, 12 L. R. A. 3-16, 21 Am. St. Rep. 846, and notes.

( 100 NEW

YORK,

140.)

SIMMONS vs. MORE.
(New York Oourt of Appeals, October, 1885.}

Action to recover damages for alleged breach on the part of
defendants of an implied warranty of authority to execute a contract of purchase made by them ostensibly as agents fo r and on
behalf of principals named. The opinion states the facts. Plaintiff
had judgment below.

Adolph L . Sanger, for appellants.
W. 0 . Beecher, for respondents.
DANFORTH, J. The trial court refused to non-snit the plaintiffs,
and so held that the case stated and proved by them was prirna
facie sufficient to make the defendants liable. That conclusion
has been sustained by the General Term and we think properly.
The evidence showed that the plaintiffs were coffee <lea1ers in the
city of New York, and the defendants brokers in the same place.
The l:itter were in correspondence with other brokers (Turnley &
Co. } of the city of Galveston, Texas, and prior to the 6th of .March,
188'?., received from them orders to buy a certain qe·rntity of coffee
for the firm of Marx & Kempner, and a certain other quantity for
Moore, Stratton & Co. of Galveston.
This was done, and bought and so1d notes describing the con-
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II.
IN TORT.

(34 LoursiANA

ANNUAL

1123, 44 AM. REP. 456.)

DELANEY vs. ROCHEREAU.
(Supreme Court of Louisiana, November,

188~.)

Action of damages, for negligence producing death. The death
was caused by the falling of a gallery upon a building belonging
to a foreign owner, and in charge of the defendants as his agents.
The defendants bad judgment below.

J os. P . Born or and F . W. Baker, for appellant.
0. E. Schmidt, for appellee.
C. J. This is an action to hold agents liable to
third parties for injury sustained in consequence of an alleged
dcrdiction of duly, or non-fcasanee on their part. • • *
The contention is, that as the injuries receiled caused intense
sniT1..ring, and as they were occasioned by the falling of the gallery,
which ,·,as in very bad condition, to the knowledge of the defendant.-;, who, as tlie agents of the owner, were bound to keep it in
good order, aud who without justification neglected to do so, their
firm an<l each member thereof are responsible in solido for the
cla1J i:i.gcs claimed.
The theory on which the suit rests is, that agents are liable to
to third parlies injured, for their non-feasance.
In support of that doctrine, both the common and the civil law
are invoked.
At common law an agent is personally responsible to third par ties
for doing something which be ought not to have done, but not for
not doing something which he oaght to have done, the agent in the
latter cnsc, licing liable to bis principal only. For non-feasance or
mere ne~lect iu the performance of a duty, the responsibility therefor 111ust arise from some express or implied obligation between
particular pnrlics standing in privity of law or contract with each
other. Ko rnnn is bonnd to answer for such violation of duty or
obligation except to those to whom he had become directly bound
or au1u1ablc for his coudnct.
Everyone, whether he is principal or a.gent, is responsible directly
BERlIUDEZ,
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CHAPTER IV.
THE DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF THE PRINCIPAL TO
THE AGENT.

L
AGENT'S RIGHT TO COMPENSATION.

(8

JOHNSON'S 0IIANCERY,

431, 1 AM. LEAD. OAS. 866.)

BRADFORD vs. KIMBE RLY.
(New Yorlc Court of Chancery, September, 1818.}

Bill for accounting, etc.
facts.

The opinion sufficiently states the

Wells, for pl aintiff.
Boyd, for defendants.
The Chancellor. It appears in proof that the owners of the
cargo of the Edwardo, in J anuary, 1814, appointed the defendants
their agents to receive and sell the cargo, and distribute the
proceeds. The defendants were at the same time part owners; bu t
this special agency was altogether distinct from their ordinary
powers as part owners, and they were to be considered, for t his
purpose, as agents for the company, and in that character they were
entitled to their commissions or compensation, in the same manner
as any other persons, being strangers in interest, would have been
entitled under such an agency. I n the case of joint partners, the
general rule is, that one is not entitled to charge against another a
compensation for his more valnable or unequal services bestowed on
the common concern, without any special agreement, for it is
deemed a case of voluntary management. This is the doctrine in
the case::i on this point. Thornton vs. I r octor, 1 Anstrnther, 94;
fJul'den vs. Burde , 1 Ves. & B. 170; Franklin t•s. Robinson, 1
J ohus. Oh. 157. But where the several owners meet, and con'titute one of the concern an agent, to do the whole business, a
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( 68

NEW HAMPSHIRE,

WILSON
Assn mpsit.

392.)

vs. DAME.

The opinion states the fact&

Page, for the plaintiff.
Hodgdon and Hatch, for the defendant.
BINGHAM, J.
The facts reported by the referee establish (1)
that the defendant, citv marshal of Portsmouth, desired to arrest
Walters; (2) that the plaintiff rendered necessary and valuable
services in accomplishing it, as the defendant's servant or agent,
expecting to be paid for them; (3) that the defendant, knowing
these fa.cts, accepted the services, intending to pay for them, and
afterwards, on receiving the reward, promised the warden that he
would do so.
If a person acts as an agent, without authority, and the principal, after full knowledge of the transaction, ratifies it, it will be
his act. the same as if he hacl originally gfren the authority; and the
agent will be entitled to the same rights and remedies, and to the
same compensations, as if he had acted within the scope of an
acknow1el1ged origin~Ll authority. Story on Agency, § 244.
If the case does not show an original employment of the plaint..
iff, or a reqnost to assist in the arrest and return of the convict,
it clearly shows that the defendant accepted and ratified whatever
the plaintiff did, and that the defendant is liable to pay a reason~
able compensation for the same. Hatch vs. Taylor, 10 N. H. 538,
(ante. p. 345); Low vs. Railroad, 45 N. H . 370; s. o. 46 N. H. 284.
J udgment on the report.

( 61

NEW YORK.

362, 19 AM. REP. 286.)

HOWARD vs. DALY.
(New York Court of Appeals, J anuary, 1875.)

Action for the breach of an alleged contract of employment.
Plaintiff alleged tllat on the 20th of April, 1870, she contracted
with defendant to serve him as an actress at bis theater in New
York for the season commencing on or about September 15, 1870,
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the defendant might show affirmatively, and by way of mitigation
of damages, that she bad opportunities to make a theatrical
engagement elsewhere, which she did not accept. Without such
proof she was entitled to recover the full amount of the compensation stipulated in the contract.
On the other hand, if the defendant r ejected the services of the
plaintiff before the time for performance arrived, she had an
election either to consider his act as a breach of an implied contract with her to take her into his service, and bring an immediate
action; or to wait till the appointed day arrived, and then be in
readiness to render her services. Her election will be evidenced
by her acts. H aving made no tender of her services at the
appointed day, the presumption is that she considen;d the act of
repudi a~ion by the defendant as final, and now brings her action
for damages. Her complaint in the action and the evidence taken
at the trial are sufficient to establ sh such a claim. H er damages
are, as in the other hypothesis, prima f acie the entire amount of
her compensation, unless proof was offered in mitigation of damages, which was not done. In either aspect of the case the verdict
and judgment were right.
My brethren concur with me upon the first ground discussed in
this opinion, without expressing their views upon the correctness
of the rule laid down in Hoclister vs. De La Tour and kindred
cases.
The judgment of the court below must be affirmed.
All concur.
Judgment affirmed.

( 84

ALAB.UU.,

508, 5

All.

ST.

REP.

387.)

LIDDELL vs. CHIDESTER.
(Supreme Court of Alabama, December, 1887.)

Action to recover for services rendered.
below.

Plaintiff recovered

.Arliugton & Gmltam, for the appellant.
Troy, Tompkim & London, contra.
0. J. The most important inquiry in this case, alike ot
law and of fact, was whether Chidester was employed by Liddell to
STONE,
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CHAPTER V.
THE DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF THE PRINCIPAL TO THIRD
PERSONS.

I.
LIABILITY OF PRINCIPAL IN' CONTRA.OT.

1.

Undi:~closed

Principals.

( 15 EAST, 62, 2 S:YITH'S LEAD. OAS. 342. )

PATERSON vs GANDASEQUI.
( E ngUsh Co'!lr t of King's Bench, H11ary Term, 181!. )

Defendant was a Spanish merchant, who, beiug in London,
employed Larrazabal & Uo., merchants there, to uuy goods for him
for a. commission. Larrazaba.1 & Co. requested plaintiffs, who
wore dealers, to send samples to tho counting house of t he iormer,
and t hoy did so. D ei~ndant was present and the samples were
handed O\ er to him. He selected samples of such goods as he
wanted, obtained terms and prices and went aw:ty. Ho afterwards
instrucled L. & Co. to buy large quantities for him and t hey sent
written orders to plaintiffs for the goods, signed by tbcmsches.
Plaintiff sold the goods on tbe crctlit of Larrazu.ual & Co., n..a.<l.e
the invoices to t hem and clrn.rgeu lo t hem the goods. Lanazabal
& Oo. charged defendant with the amount on tbcir books. Before
the term of credit had expired, L arrazahal & Co. became insolvent,
and plaintiffs sought to hold defendant liable. On tha trial, Lord
ELLENDOROUGH, C. J., dil'ected a non-snit on the ground t hat
plaiuii:ff h nd dealt sc lcly with L arrnzabal & Co. A rulo to show
cause why a. new t rial should not be granted was thcu outuiued.

Tile Attorney General, Jla rry(lft and LittleJalc, contra.
Garrow, P ark and Richardson, for the new trial.

LonD ELLENBOROt"GB, 0 . J.
36

The court have not the least
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A DDISON

T AUNTON,

vs.

573, 2
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S MITH'S LEAD. 0A.B.

346.)

ADDISON vs. GANDASEQUI.
( English Court of Common Pleas, Trinity Term, 11JU.)

This case, which is usually cited with the preceding was substantially like it, except that defendant was more active in agreeing upon prices and credit. Lord MANSFIELD, C. J ., left it to the
jury to say whether plaintiff sold the goods to Larrazal>le & Co. or
to defendant; whether this were the common case of a. merchant
here buying for his correspondent abroad, on which he charged a
commission, or whether it was the case of a factor buying goods
for his principal ; and the jury found for the defendant. A motion
for a new trial was denied, Lord MANSFIELD, C. J. , who delivered
the opinion saying: " We, who are called on to set aside this verdict, must, in order thereto, say on this evidence, that Larrazable
only was not to be the debtor, but that the defendant also, • •
was to be liable; but we can find no evidence to warrant ns in that
conclusion."
NOTE. -See

following cases.

( 9 B ARNW ALL A ND CRESWELL, 78, 2 S :MITH'B LEAD. OAS. 851.)

THOMPSON vs. DAVENPORT.
(English Court of King's Bench, HilaT']J Term., 18£9.)

Tbomp"on, who lived in Dumfries, Scotland, directed his Liverpool agent, McCune, to bay certain goods for him. McCone
bongbt them of Davenport & Co., informing the latter that he was
buying the goods for a principal but not stating who the principal was.
Davenport & Co. charged the goods to 11cCnne, who was then in
good credit, and the latter charged them to Thompson who did
not know of whom McCune bought them. Before tbe time for
payment arrived McCune became insolvent, and this action was
brought to charge Thompson as his principal. The court below
(the recorder) instructed the jury that if plaintiffs knew, at the
time of the sale, that defendant was the principal, the verdict
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should be for defendant, but if they did not then know who the
principal was, so as to have the opportunity to elect between the
principal and the agent, then they should find for the plaintiffs.
Verdict for the plaintiffs, and defendant alleged error.

Joy, for plaintiffs in error.
Patteson, contra.
Lo1m TENTERDEN, 0. J. I am of op1mon that the direction
given by the learned recorder in this case was right, and that the
verdict was also right. I take it to be a general rule, that if a person sells goods (supposing at the time of the contract he is dealing
with a principal), bot afterwards discovers that the person with
whom he has been dealing is not the principal in the transaction,
but agent for a third person, though he may, in the meantime, have
debited the agent with it, he may afterwards recover the amount
from the real principal; subject, however, to this qualification, that
t he state of the account between the principal and the a.gent is not
altered to the prejudice of the principal. 1 On tbe other hand, if at
the time of the sale, the seller knows, not only that the person who
is nominally dealing with him is not principal, but agent, and also
knows who the principal really is, and, notwithstanding all that
knowledge, chooses to make the agent bis debtor, dealing with him
e.nd him alone, then, according to the cases of Atldison 1•s. Gandaseqiii, 4 Taunt. 574, (ante, p. 547) and Paterson vs. Gandasequi,
15 East. 62 (ante, p. 545), the seller cannot afterwards. on the
failure of the agent, turn round and charge the prin(' p 11, having
once made his election at the time when be had the power of choosing between the one and the other. The present is a middle case.
At the time of the dealing for the goods, the plaintiffs were informed tl1at McKnne, who came to them to buy the goods, was
dealing for another; that is, that be was an agent, but they were
not informed who the principal was. They had not, therefore, at
that time, the means of making their election. It is true, tha,t
th~y might, perhaps, ]rn;ve obtained those means if they ha<l made
further inquiry, but they made no fnrther inquiry. Not knowing
who the principal really was, they had not the power, at that
instant, of making their election. Tha.t being- so, it seems to mo
that this mid<lle case falls, in snh -lance and effect, within the first
proposition which I have mentioned, the case of a person not known
1

This statcrnenL of the rule has since been disapproved.

Watson, post, p. 650.

See Irvine va.
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goods? The justice of the case is, as it seems to me, all on one
side, namely, that the seller shall be paid, and that the bnyer (the
principal) shall be the person to pay him, provided be has not paid
anybody else. Now, upon the evidence it appears that the defendant
had the goods, arid has not paid for them, either to McKnne or the
presen t plaintiffs or t o anybody else. H e will be liable to pay for
t hem, either to the plaintiffs or to McKnne's estate. The justice
of the case, as it seems to me, is that he should pay the pl ain tiffs,
who were the sellers, and not any other persons. I am therefore
of opinion that the direction of the recorder was right.
LITTLEDA.LE, J ., to the same effect.
J udgment affirmed.
NoTE.-While the r esult of this case has been approved, much that
appears in the opinions of Lord TuNTERDEN and BAYLEY, J., has been d.iaapproved. See Irvine vs. Watson, post, p. 550.
As to what constitutes an election to look to the agent only, see Beyrner
vs. Bonsall, post, p. 554.
The principal case was quoted from and followed in Merrill vs. Kenyon,
(1880) 48 Conn. 814, 40 Am. Rep. 174, where it was held that if one sells
goods to another, who infor ms him that he is buyi ng as agent for a thircl,
but does n ot disclose his principal's name, and the seller does not require
the name nor know who the prwcipal is, but take.a the agent's note for the
price, he may still elect to hold the principal

(LA.w REPORTS, 5 QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION 414, 29 M oA.K's
ENG. REP. 371.)

I RVINE vs. WATSON.
(English Court of Appeal, June, 1880.)

recover of defendants the price of oil bought for them
from plaintitls by defendants' broker. Plaintiffs had judgment
below. Defendants appealed. Opinion states the facts.
.Action t o

Gully, Q. 0., and Uomplon, for defendants.
W. R . Kennedy (Sir Farrer Hersc71ell, S. G., with him), for
plaintiffs.

L. J. I

of opinion that the judgment must be
affirmed. The facts of the case are shortly these : The plaintiiis
sold certain casks of oil, and on the face of the contra.ct of sale
Oonning appeared as the purchaser. But the plaintiffs knew tha t
BRAMWELL,

am
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with the plaintiffs; that the property was purchased for and
delh-ered to the defendants. who have e-rer since retained it; that
they paid the $3,000 towards the purchase price, and agreed with
Bishop, after the notes had been delivered, to hold him harmless
from them. Notwithstanding the assertion of the plaintiffs that
they would not sell to the defendants, they, through the circumvention of Bish op and the defendants, did sell the property to the
defendants, who have bad the benefit of it, and hai;e never paid
the remainder of the purchase price pursuant to their agreement.
Bishop was the defendants' agent. Bishop's mind was, in this
transaction, the defendants' mind, and so the minds of the parties
met, and the defendants having, through their own and their
agent's deception, acquired the plaintifis' property by purchase,
can not successfully assert that they are not liable for the remainder
of the purchase price because they, through their agent, succeeded
in inducing the defendants to do that which they did not intend to
do, and, perhaps, would not have done had the defendants not
dealt disingenuously.
T he judgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered.
Judgment reversed.

( 79 PENNSYLVANI A STATE, 298.)

BEYMER vs. BONSALL.
(Supreme Oou1·t of Pennsylvania, October, 1875.)

T his was an action of assumpsit commenced J nne 2, 1871, by
Sterling Bonsall against Simon Beymer.
The pl:.tintifI declared that on the 17th of November, 1870, in
consideration of $1,000, paid by the plaintiff to Isaac Wagner and
Richard Leech, brokers and agents of the defcncfant, he promised
to deliver to the plaintiff, at or near Pittsburg, 5,000 barrels of
petroleum, at any time from January 1 to J une 30, 1871, upon
t en days' notice to ·wagncr & L eech from the plaintiJI, at l Oi cents
per gallon on delivery; that the plaintiff, on the 12Lh day of June,
1871, or<lered Wagner & L eech to deliver 5,000 barrels of petroleum,
but Wagner & L eech refused to do so.
'l'he defendant pleaded:
1. That the plaintiff at September term, 1871, of the court of
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The case is not like those in which the plaintiff had no option,
and conld do better than to take a bill or note, and no injury
resulted to the defendant in consequence of taking it. In such
case the check is ~condition al and not an absolute payment. Robinson vs. Read, 9 Barn. & O. 449, is of t hat class.
Bnt here was no antecedent debt, and the plaintiff had the staff
in bis own hands, and might have kept the wool; but he chose to
deliver it, and to take H oyt's check for it, without authority from
the defendants, or notice to them, and he has no standing to claim
that the check was only conditional payment.
Judgment reversed and cause remanded.

II.
DISCLOSED PRINCIPA.LS.

( 134

MASSACHUSETTS,

169, 45 AM.

REP.

314.)

BYINGTON vs. SIMPSON.
(Supreme Judicial Oourt of Massachusetts, Jan uary,

Suit on contract. The opinion states the case.
had judgment below.

188~.)

The plaintiffa

J. H. Benton, Jr., for defendant.
S. L. I owers and G. W. 8ande1·son, for plaintiffs.

Hourns, J . This is a snit to recover a balance due under &
building contract. T he contract was in writing and purported on
its face to be made by the plaintiiis with J. B. Simpson. It provided that the work should be done under the direction of J. B.
Simpson, agent, and wa.s signed "J. B. Simpson, agent." J. B.
Simpson was in fact contracting as ageut for the defendant, hie
wife, and this was known to the plaintifis at the time the contract
was made.
T he defendant contends that she was not bound by this con tract
under the foregoing circumstances. The fact that the contract
purports to be under seal, although not sealed, bas not been relied
on as affecting the case, which especially in view o.f the inartificial
nature of the instrument, it oaght not to do; but the argumeut is
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required by the English rule as now understood. And the learned
j ust,ice states that the rule, as finally settled by the English court,
is, in his judgment, the true one, and is deducccl from the best
considerations of tbe reasons on which it is fouudecl. In this
opinion the whole court concurred.
Story, in his work on agency, section 140, says: "But unless
notice of the fact come to the agen t while he is concerned for the
principal, and in the course of the very transaction, or so n ear
before it that the agent must be presumed to recollect it. it is not
notice thereof to the principal. ]for otherwise the agent might
have forgotten it, and then the principal would be affected by his
want of memory at the time of undertaking of the agency.
Notice, therefore, to the agent before the agency is begun, or after
it has terminated, will not ordinarily affect the principal."
I n Bank of the United States vs. Davis, 2 llill, (N. Y.) 451, it was
held that the principal is deemed to have notice of whatever is communicated to his agent while acting as such in a tro,nsaction to
which tbe communication relates. And it was held in that case
that notice to a bank director or knowledge obtained by him
while not engaged officially i n the business of the bank would be
inoperative as notice to the bank.
In Holden vs. N ew Y ork and Erie Bank, 72 N. Y. 286, the rule
was explained, and it was therein held that where an agency was
in its nature continuous and made up of a long series of transactions of the same general character, the knowledge acquired by
the agent in one or more of the transactions is to be charged as the
knowledge of the principal, and will affect the principal in any
other t ransaction in which the agent as such is engaged, and in
which the knowledge is material. In that case it will be seen
upon reading the very able opinion of FOLGER, C. J., that there
was no question as to the knowledge of the agent of the various
facts, and the only question raised was whether it should be
imputed to his various principals in the transactions.
In Cragie vs. Hadley, 99 N. Y. 131, the doctrine th·tt the knowledge of the agent should come to him in the id entical trans:iction
was alluded to, and it was held that it was not necessary in all cases
that th e notice should be thus given, and that notice to an agent
of a bank in trusted with the management of its business was notice to
the corporation in transactions conducted by such agent, acting
for the corporation in the scope of bis an Lhority, whether the
knowledge of the agent was acquired in the course of a particular
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founded upon transfers of bi11s of lading. Of whom shall the 1eni!er
inquire and how ascertain Lhe fact ? Nn.tnrally he would go to the
freight agent, who had already falsely declared in writing that the
property had been received. Is he any more aut.horizcd to make the
verbal representation tl.tan t he wri tten one ? Must the lender get
permission to go to t he freighthouse or examine the books? If the
property is grain, it may not be easy to identify, and the books, if
disclosed, are the work of the same freight agent. It seems yery
clear that the vital fact of the shipment is one peculiarly within the
k nowledge of the carrier and his agent, and quite certain to be u nknown t o the transferee of the bill of lading, except as he relies
upon the representation of the freight agent.
The recitals in the bill that the contents of t he packages were
unknown would have left t he defendant free from responsibility
for a. variance in the actual contents from those described in the
bill, but is no defense where nothing is shipped and the bill is
wholly false.

T he carrier cann ot d efend one wrong by presum ing

that if it had not occurred another might have taken its phtee. Tl.te
p resumption is the other way; that if an actual shipment had been
made, the property really delivered would have corresponded with
the d escription in the bills.
The facts of t he case bring it therefore within the rule of estoppel as it is established in this court and justify the decision made.
T he judgment should be affirmed, with costs.
All concur.
J udgment affirmed.
Nom.-Compare with following case.

( 130

U N ITED STA.TES,

416.)

FRIEDLANDER vs. TEXAS AND PAOIFIO RAILWAY
COMPANY.
(Supreme Court of tM United States, April, 1889. )

Act ion by Friedlander & Oo. against the railway company to
recover for the non-del ivery of certain cotton named in an alleged
bill ot lading issu ed by an agent of defendant, one E . D . Easton,
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( 106

MASSAOHUSETI'S

334, 8 AM.

REP.

S32. )

RHOADE S vs. BLACKISTON.
( Stipreme Judicial Oourt of Massachusetts, Janua.r11, 1871.)

Action by plaintiff upon a contract made by him in his own
name while he was acting a.a agent for Alonzo V. Lynde. PUiintiff
had since been declared a bankrupt.
T . H. Sweetser and C'. Abbott, for plaintiff.
W• ..d.. Field, for defendant.
COLT,

J. It is a. well-established rule of law tbat when a. con-

tract not under seal, is made with an agent in his own nnme for an
undisclosed principal, either the agent or the prinuipal may sue
upon it. If the agent sues, it is no ground of defense that the
beneficial interest is in another, or that the pbintiff, when he
recovers, will be bound to account to another. There is un ndditional
reason for giving this right to this agent, when he has a. special
interest in the subject-matter, or a. lien upon it. Ilut tho rule prevails when tlie sole interest un<ler the contra.ct is in the principal.
The ngcn t'a right is, of course, au bor<linate to and lhhle to the control o! the principal, to the e.x:tenL of his interest. lie may supersede it by suing in his own name, or otherwise snf:lp<"nd or extinguish it, subject only to the specia.l right or lien which the agent
rnny have acquired. Colburt~ tJ8. Pltillips, 13 Gray, G4.; Pairjield
va. .Adams, Hi Pick. 383; Story on Ageucy, § 403.
In this case, the contract relied on was made by the r1aintiff in
his own name, as agent ior an undisclosed principal, who does not
now in nuy way interpose. llut, a<lmitling the l::nv of principal
uml ugeut a::. that stated, the dcfeurla.nts fnrtbcr coutond t.hnt tho
plaintilI's right of action passed to bis assignees in baukruptcy,
who were appointee] in proceodiogs commenced after the ttllegcd
breach. It appears that tl.u~ plaintiff matle the contract in the
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(7

0Gt:>HING,

371.)

HUNTIKGTON vs. KNOX.
(Supreme Judicial aourt of Massach1lsetts, September. 1851.)

The opinion states the facts.

M. Wilcox, for plaintiff.
L Sumuer, for defendant.
SHA.w, 0. J . This action is broaght to recover the value of a
quantity of hemlock bark, alleged to have been sold by Lhe plaiuti ff
to the defendant, at certain inices charged. The declaration was
for goods sold and delivered, with the nsunl money counts. The
case was submitted to a roiorc>e by a common rule of court, who
made an award in favor of the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of
the court on questions reserved, stati11g tho facts in bis rC})Ort, on
wh ·r b the decision of those questions depends.
The facts tended to show t hat t he bark was the property of the
plaintiff; that the contract for the sa.lo of it was made by her
agent, George IL Huntington, by her authority; that it was uu:.Je
in writing by the agent, in his own name, not stating his agency,
or naming or referring to the plaintiff, or otherwise intimating in
the wr itten contract, that any other person than the ageut was
interested in the bark. Objection was made before the referee, to
the admission of parol evidence, and to the right of tbc plaintiff to
maintain the action in h er own name. The referee decided both
poiuts in favor of the plamtiff, holtling that the action could be
maint:lined by the principal and owner of the property, subject to
any set-off. or other equitaulc <lc!cnsu, which the bu) er might h:n·e,
rl the acLion were brought by Lhc: agcn t. The 1·011rt are of opinion,
that this decision was correct upon both poiuts. I ndeed they
tosol vo tbemsel ves substantially iu to oue; for prim af acie, aud look" g only at the paper itself, the property is sold by the ngeot, on
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causes, of gentlemen of the bar of other States. II intended to do
that it was probably unnecessary; if inton<led to do more, it was
clearly without the power of the L egislature.
For t he reason only that the gt:utleruan whose admission is
moved is not a resident of the State, the motion must be denied.

II
PRESUMPTION OF AUTJIORITY.

{30 KANSAS, 106, 46 AM. REP. 86.)

REY NOLDS vs.

FLE~IING.

(Supreme Court of Kansas, January, 1883. )

Motion t o set aside a judgment alleged to have been rendered
without j urisdiction. The opinion states the facts. Judgment
below for plain tiff.

K eller & Osferlzold, for plaintiff in error.
B roderick & R after and Hayden cf; Hayden, for defendant in error.
HORTON, 0. J. The evidence introduced upon the hearing of
the motion of Robert .M. Reynolds to set aside and vacate the
judgment rendered against him on the 12th of June, 1882, material
for our consideration, is in brief, that John S. Ilopkins, an attorney
at law, in a. conversation with Case Broderick, one of the attorneys
of W. J. Fleming about the time the action of Fleming against
Reynolds was commenced, said to Broderick, to save the e.x peuse
of publication be thought that Robert U . Reynolds would enter
an appearance; that Ilopkins filed an answer in the case for
W. M:. 0. Reynolds, and on December 17, 1880, filed another
answer and signed himself as attorney for R. M. Reynolds;
that he filed the answer for W. M. C. Reynolds, because
the letter requested him t o attend to the matter for him; that
W. M. 0. Reynolds told him to stop proceedings against his
brother, bot at the same time said he was not the agent for l is
brother and had no authority Lo contra.ct for him; that tlftcr he
filed the answer to which he attacheu his name as attorney for n.
M. Reynolds he sent a copy of it to R. M. Reynolua at \rash-
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(Minor matter omitted) .
The r uling and judgment of the district court, will be reversed,
and the cause remanded.
Judgment 1·eversed and cause remanded.

III.
llrPLIED AUTB ORITY OF .A.Tl'ORNEY.

( 115

MASSACHUSETTS,

36, 15 AM.

R E P.

72.)

MOULTON vs. BOWKER.
( Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, March, 1874.)

It was agreed between the parties that the only legal question
was whether an attorney of record can discliarge an attachmen t
without the knowledge or authority of his client, an<l in fraud of
his rights, in such a way that a subsequent bona fide purchaser can
get a good title.

R . .M. Morse, Jr., & A.. E. Pillsbury, for demandants.'
1 NOTE.-The following :IB an absh·act of their brief: An attorney is not
dorninus litis. H e h as no power to give up the security of his client without payment or exprE:ss authority. Terlnme t.'S. Colton, 2 Stock. Ch. 21 ;
Tankersley t•s. Anderson, 4 Dessaus. 45. Nor to release sureties upon the
claim of his client. Sat•in gs Inst. vs. Chinn, 7 Bush (Ky.), 589 ; Givens vs.
Br.scoe, S J. J. Marsh. (Ky.) 5~9. 532 ; Union Ba111.: rs. Goran, 10 Sm. &
M. (:Miss.) 333. Nor to dibcharge a lien cr('atetl by levy of execution.
B anks vs. Evans, 10 Sm. & M. 35, 48 Am. Dec. 7;3 l; 1Je11edict vs. Smith, 10
Paige (N. Y.), 126. Nor to release a lien obtained l iy judgment, or to discharge a ny security r esulting from his prosecution of the claim. And an
honest belief t.bat he :IB acting in his c lient::s interest cannot supply the
defect of authority to make such an arrangement. Wilson vs. J ennings,
8 Ohio St. 528.
He m ay control the manner of conducting a cause, but cannot waive any
substantial acquired right of his client. Hou·e t•s. Lawrence, 2 Zab. ("N".
J .) 99. Ile may not r elease a third person for the purpose of making him
a comp etent wit11ess. Slwns vs. ( as11 ell, 13 Mete. (;\' a~s.) 413; Succ1 .<1:-;iv11
of H'eiyle, 18 La. An. 49: Marsln ll I'S. Xagd, 1 e111ky. (S. C'.) :308. Nor
discha rge an indorser upon a note c.:onunittt·d to hirn for C1)llt·l'twn withou t
sa,tbfaction or the express consent of bi::; clil'nt. Etrnt Rit·er Bank vs. Kennedy, 9 Bosw. 543; Bowne i:s. Hyde, 6 Barb. 30~; Kt:.lloag vs. Gilbert, 10
J ohns. (N. Y.) 220, 6 Am. Dec. 335; Simonton vs. Barrell, 21 ·wend. (N.
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v.
DEALINGS BETWEEN ATTORNEY AND OLlElf?.

( 98 NEW YORK, 25, 50 AM. REP. 632.)
STOU T vs. SMITH.
(New York Court of Appeals, January, 1885.)

This was an action t o recover damages on account of fraud
ar1smg out of various transactions in the exchanging or 1:rale of
farms between defendant and Alfred and Andrew Stout, the lat,ter
having since died. The opinion states the facts.. Plainti..tl had
judgment below.

David B. Hi ll, for appellant.
Rufus King, for respondents.

J.

(After stating the facts.) We think there was no
sufficient evidence that the relationsh ip of attorney and client
existed between the defendant and the Stouts. Although the
defendant was an attorney at law, his principal business was that
of a banker, and he did not }1ractice law to any great extent, only
making collections for his bank, and occasionally for olhers. There
is n o positive evidence that be was employed by the Stouts, as th eir
attorney in these transactions, or that he ever received any pay
for hie services as such attorney, or that he was ever employed by
them in any litigation. On the contrary, it is proved by one of tho
Stouts himself, that be was the attorney against t hem in the
foreclosure of a mortgage.
The evidence, which it is claimed shows that this relationship
existed, is within a. narrow compass, as will be seen by a. brief
reference to the same. Alfred Stout, after sl:iting tbut defend.m t
had never been employed by biru as an attorney up to the time of
the transactions in question, testified that the dcfwdant did all
the writing between them an<l. stated that. it woulu not cost the
Sto uts anything, and that they need not carry the pnpPrs to
anybody else to show them, because they were right; that he
claimed to be a lawyer, wLicb fact the wituess knew, nn<l saiu that
he would not wrong them out of a cent. Lydia Stoat, the widow
of Andrew, deceased, who was p resent at the time mentioned by
MILLER,
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undue influence does not arise, nor was it proper to present any
such question to the consideration of the jury.
Several questions as to the admissibility of evitlence were raised
upon the trial, but inasmuch as a new trial must be grunted for
the reasons already stated, it is not necessary to consider them.
The judgment should be reversed and a new trial granted, with
costs to abide the event.
Judgment reversed.
All concur, RuGEB, 0. J., and EARL, J., on the first ground.

VI.
ATTORNEY'S COMPENSATION.

( 93

UNITED STATES,

STANTON vs.

548. )

EMBREY.

( United States Supreme Oourt, October, 1876. )

Action by Embrey, as administrator of one Atkinson, deceased,
an attorney, to recover for services rendered by Atkinson in prosecuting for defendants a claim against the government. Atkinson
recovered a judgment but died before its payment. The services
were rendered upon a contract for a contingent compensation, but
the amount was not fixed. Judgment below for the plaintiff.

T. J. Durant, for plaintiffs in error.
Edward Lander, contra.
CLIFFORD, J. (.After disposing o! a. question of practice.) Coming to the merits, the first objection of the }>lain tiiis in error is
that the contract set up in the declaration is one for a contingen t
compensation. Such a defense, in some jurisd ictions, would be a
good one; but the settled rule of law in this court i the otl1u· way.
Reported cases to that effect show tb::i.t the 1 n l :>sition is one
beyond legitimate controversy. Wylie vs. Coxe, 15 llow. (U. S.)
41 5; Wright vs. '1.'ebbilts, 91 U. S. 252.
Professional services were rendered by an attorney in the first
case cited, in prosecuting a claim against the Republic of :Mexico,
under a contract that the attorney was to receive fire per cent of
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their own standing in the profession for learning, skill, and proficiency; and, for t he purpose of aitling the jury in determining tb:i.t
ma tter, it is proper to receive evidence as to the price usually
charged and received for similar services by other persons oi the
same profession prncticing in the same court. Vilas vs. Downer,
21 Vt. 419.
* •
*
Affirmed.
NoTE.-Compare with Vilas vs. Dou'fler, 21Vt.4.19, Eggleston i·s. Boardman, 37 Mich. 14; Bruce i·s. Dickey, 116 Ill. 527. See, also, Mills vs. Mills,
ante, p. 17; Elkha1·t Oou.1ity Lodge vs. Crary, ante, p. 18.

VII.
Ar.roRNEY's L IE.N.

( 112 NEW YORK, 157.)

GOODRICH vs. McDONALD.
(New York Court of Appeals, Janum·y, 1889.)

Plaint iff's intestate, who was an attorney, had been attorney for
Mrs. Graves, a daughter of Mrs. McDonald, the defcuclaut. Re
had pr osecuted a case for her successfully in the Un iteu States
Circuit Court, from which an appeal was taken to tbe United
Slates Supreme Court. P ending the uppcnl, the attorney died,
and another was emplo}etl to argue the case in the Supreme Court,
where the judgment was affirmcu. When the jt.dgment was to be
paid, plaintiff was no tified , but he wrote that he was willing that
Mrs. Graves should recei\"e the money and he would look to her
for the pay for intestate's services, and the money was paid to her.
She failed to pay, and be obtained judgment against her. Plaintiff then sought to reach o. mortgage trani;forreJ to ~Irs. l\IcDonald
by Mrs. Graves, on the gronnd Urn~ the mortgage was pnri.:h"1sed
with the proceeds of the judgment on which his iulc Lale bad had
a lien. He succeeded in the court below.
Jf ttltcw Hale, for appellant.
H. V. Howland, !or respondent.

J.

The jndgment in the action brought by l'Jra. Graves
against Porter and others was perfected on the 26th clay of Jane,
EARL,
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intended the fund should he paid to her subject to his lien, or that
he intended in any way to pre::>crve bis lien.
After payment with his consent, his lien was effectually
destroye<l as the lien of a mech:rnic is who deli\ ers to the general
owner an article. npon which he has performed labor without any
agreement that his lien shall be preserved.
The confidence of the plain ti[ in the client appears to have been
misplaced and abused. H is claim is a very meritorious one, and we
have been anxious to find some way to circumYcnt the efforts,
apparently without justification, to defeat it. But we have been
unable t o find any, and reluctantly reach the conclusion that the
j nd,;mcnt should be reversed and a new trial granted.
J udgruent reversed.
AU concur.

( 12

FEDERAL REPORTER,

235.)

IN RE WILSON & GREIG, BANKRUPTS.
(United States District Court, Southern District of New York.
J une, 1882.)

Petition for payment of attorney's foes f or which be claimed a
lien. He had, as attorney, recovered two judgments for his clients
against one Wilson which rem r.ined entirely uncollected. He afterwards recoYered another jndgment against Iline, Phillips and
others. His clients ba•ing become bankrnpts, their assignees
employed other attorneys who, by snpplcmen tary proceed ings,
collected these judgments. Petitioner cbimccl a liC'n upon them
and their proceeds and sought to have the asi,ignee pay him for hie
services in the lline-Phillips case out of the proceeds of the judgment against Wilson.

S. B. IIarnburger, for claimant.
Blumensliel & Hi rsch, for assignee.
BnowN, D. J. (After stating the facts.) After examination of
the numerous authorities on this subject, English and .American,
1 am satil'.>fic<l that the claim of the pctilioncr cannot be sustained,
ancl that an nJtorney has no gcucral lien upon an uncollected jadgIDt'nt for services in other suits but onl y a particular lien for hi~
costs and compensation in that particular cause.
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did not affect the identity of the property which was the subject of
the sale. The error in the advertisement does not appear to have
been otherwise than in good faith, and was corrected and explained
when the property was offered for bids. The defendant, without
previously examining the property, and not having been present at
t he opening of the sale, when statements and explanations in relation to the property offered might reasonably be expected to be
made, took no precaution to inquire, but relied wholly upon the
published advertisements. He contented himself with reading a
part only of the memorandum which was placed before him for
signat ure, and which exhibited the modification in the description
of the property, by an erasure of "bot and" from the printed
advertisement attached. It does not appear that the plaintiffs, or
Garrett, in any way conducted so as to mislead him, or induce
him to forego scrutiny or inquiry; nor that either of them knew,
or bad reason to suppose, that be was thus misled, or that he was
not present when the alteration of the advertisement was explained.
U pon his own statement, we do not think he makes such a case of
mistake as entitles him to be released from his contract.
Judgment on the verdict.
NOTE.-See, also, aa to agents' right to sue: Rowe vs. Rand, ante, p. 257;
Rhoade.B va. Blackston, ante, p. 564.

{2

RICHARDSON'S L AW, 4~4.)

BOINEST vs. LEIGNEZ.
(South Carolina Court of Appeals, October, 1845.)

Action of assumpsit to recover damages wpon the re-sale of certain chattels originally purchased by defendant from the plaintifi
at an auction sale, and which bad been re-sold at a loss. Defense,
among other things, that before pn.yment of the price defendant
had tendered back the chattels to the auctioneer and rescinded the
sale. Verdict for plaintiff and defendant appealed and moved for
a new trial.
Kunhardt, for motion.
Porter, contra.

FnosT, J. (After disposing of tbe first ground of appeal.) The
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covered his fraudulent course. It was the province of the jury to
determine this question on the evidence in the cause.
Jud gment affirmed.
NoTE.- ln Lewis vs. Mason, (1887) 94 Mo. 551, Levy had made a tranRfer
of goods to one Landecker whfoh was alleged to be in fraud of creditors.
La.udecker cousigned them for sale to plaintiff who advanced money upon
them without notice of the f raud. While in his hands they were
a ttached by creditors of Levy. Sajd the court, "under thi8 state of fads ,
plain till had a right to the possession of the goods as against an attaching
c reditor ; of which possession be could not be deprived either by the con·
signor or creditors of the consignor till his advances, cownibsions and
char ges were tendered him, and he was made whole. The principle Lera
stated is supported by the following authorities; Baugh vs. Kilpafrick,
54 P a.. St. 84; Montieth vs. Printing Co., 16 l\Io. App. 450; Drake on
Attach. pp. 204-5, § 243; J ones on Pledges, § 872; Story on Agency,§ 27."
See, also, Stephen,s v a. Elwall, ante, p. 226, and note.

(LAW R EPORTS,

8 Q UEEN'S

BENCH,

286.)

HARRI S vs. NI CKERSON.
( English Court of Queen's Bench, April, 1873.)

The defendant, an auctioneer, advertised in the London papers
that certain brewing materials, plant and office furniture would be
sold by him at Bury St. Edmunds on a certain day and two follo wing days. The plaintiff a commission broker in London, haviug a
commission to buy the office furniture, went down to the sale; on
the third day, on which the furniture was advertised for sale, all the
lots of furniture were withdrawn. Upon which the plaintiff
brought an action against the defendant to recover for his loss of
time and expenses: On these facts the judge gave judgment for the plaintifI, but at
t he request of the defendant, gave him leave to appeal.
If the court was of opinion that the plaintiff was not entitled to
recover, the judgment was to be set aside and a non-suit entered.
Macrae Moir, for the defendant, contended that it was clear that
the mere advertising of a sale did not amount to a contract with
anybody who attended the sale, that any particular lot, or class of
articles advertised, would be put up for sale. He referred to Warlow
t1s. Harrison, 1 E . & E. 295, 309, 28 L. J. Queens B. 18, 29 Id.
14, and Payne vs. Cave, 3 T erm Rep. 148,
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as the minority of the Court thought, that the auctioneer warrants
that he has power to sell without reserve. In the present case,
nnless every declaration of intention to do a thing creates a binding contract with those who act upon it, and in all cases after
advertising a sale the auctioneer must give notice of any articles
that are withdrawn, or be liable to an action, we cannot hold the
defendant liable.
QUAIN, and ARCHIBALD, JJ., delivered concurring opinions.

IV.
A.UOTI ONEER'S LIE N.

(LAW

REPORTS,

30

CHANCERY DIVISION',

192.)

WEBB vs. SMITH.
(English Court of Appeal, January, 1885.)

Plaintiff was a creditor of one Canning, for whom the defendants, as auctioneers, had sold both real and personal property.
Canning directed defendants to pay plaintiff from the proceeds of
the real estate which was a brewery. Defendants wrote to plaintiff, saying: "We are in receipt of Mr. Canning's letter requesting
us to pay you the sum of £503, and we hope the settlement will
shortly be made, when we shall have much pleasure in complying
with his instructions, if we have sufficient in hand to enable us to
do so. You will understand that we only hold the deposit, and
therefore are unable to say exactly what sum we shall have in band
at the settlement.'' Plaintiff did not reply to this. Afterwards
Canning revoked the authority to pay plaintiff, saying he would
pay it himself, and defendants thereupon paid Canning tbe balance in their hauds, having first paid out of the fund produced
from the sale of the real estate certain charges which they had
incurred in reference to it, and also deducting and setting off what
Canning owed them for advances and services. In an action by
plaintiff to charge defendants it was held that they were not
entitled to deduct their charges from the 1·eal estate fund.
Defendants appealed.
Hemming, Q. 0., and Sltebbeare, for appellants.
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instructions; and this is so, even thongh it had been usual in the
conrse of dealings between the broker and bis prin cipal for the
broker to continue to sell at the prices quoted last by the principal.
R osenstock t•s. Tormey, 32 Md. 169, 179, 180.
The court below deciued as we have here held, and the judgment
la affi rmed.

( LA. W

REPORTS,

o EXCHEQUER,

169.)

FAIRLIE vs. FENTON.
(English Court of Exchequer,

~pri"l,

1870.)

F airlie, a broker, brought this action to recover for the nonacceptance of cotton sold by him, as a broker, to the defendant.
T he contract was in the following form: "I have this day sold
yon on account of," etc., and was signed "Evelyn lfoirlie, broker."
Verdict for the plaintiff. Motion for a non-suit, on leave reserved.

Brown, Q. 0., and .Mellor, for the rnle.
Pollock, Q. 0., and Barnard, cotitra.
0. B. The numerous cases cited to ne show that in
certain contracts the agent ma,y himself sue as principal; bnt in
n one does it appear that a broker has successfully maintained an
action on a contract made by him as a broker. He may, no doubt,
frame a contract in such a way as to make himself a party to it
and entitled to sue, but when he contracts in the ordinary form,
describing and signing himself as a broker, and naming his principal, no action is maintainable by him. Though innumerable contracts of this nature daily take place, yet no instance has occurred
within my own recollection, nor has any instance been cited to ns,
where an action bas been brought by a broker describing himself
as such in the contract, and not using words which expressly or by
necessary implication make him the contracting party. Without;
further arguing the point, it is enough to refer to this unbroken
rule as the settled law upon the subject.
CLEASBY, B. I am of the same opinion. There is no doubt a.
broker cannot sne; he has no authority to sell in his own name, or
to receive the money, and has nothing to do with the goods. T his
is so laid down in Story on Agency, secs. 28-34, 109. " To use the
KELLY,
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CHAPTER IV.
OF FACTORS.

I.
DIPLJED POWERS OP FACTORS.

( 69 ILLINOIS, 155.)

PHILLIPS vs. MOIR.
(Supreme Court of Illinois, September, 1873.)

Action by Moir & Oo., distillers, to recover from Phillips &
Carmichael, commission mercbants, the amonnt alleged to bave
been received by them on a sale o:f plaintiffs' wines. Moir & Co.,
had made a contract for the future delivery of 200 barrels of wine
to one Ames, intending to supply them out of their warehouse, but
their warehouse and contents were burned before the ·wines were
called for. Moir & Co. then instructed defendants, if the wines
should be ca1led for by Ames befo1·e Moir & Co. could make them,
to go into the market and bay and deliver them on Moir & Co. 's
account. Ames called for 100 barrels before Moir & Co. had made
them and Carmichael went into the market and bought them and
began to deliver them at Ames' store on the afternoon of the same
day. Phillips went twice to the store to get his pay, waiting there
some time, but Ames was not there, nor any one except his porter.
About six o'clock, when the wines were substantially all delivered,
P hillips went away telling the porter he would leave the wines in
bis charge and would be there as soon as be came down in the
morning. He went there in the morning but the wines were gone
and Ames could not be found. It was found that part of the wines
had been shipped to Detroit and part were still in the Michigan
Central depot. Phillips & Carmichal replevied all of the wines,
following up and recovering those sent to Detroit. They sold them
then at the market price and put the proceeds in the bank. It
appeared, however, that Ames had received from the Michigan
Central railroad company bills of lading for the 100 barrels of
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as lhe e\·ent pro\"ed, tbe barge, but for the delay, would probably
have been safely towed to its pl~ce of destination . In such case
the storm must be r t'garded as the proximate . and the uelay as only
the remoto cnase of tho loss."
The following cases are cited a5l sust~ining and illu~trating the
application of this rule of remoteness of damages: Dc1111y 1·s. Railr oad Co., 13 Gmy, 481, 74 Am. Dec. C·!5; Jforrison t•s. Dat1is, 20
Pa. St. 171, 57 Am. Dec. G!.15; Railroad Cu. i·s. Rccies, 10 Wall.
1 :-6; Joms t•s. Gilmore, 01 Pa. St. 310; Smil!L zs. Smith, 4.j Vt.
4.33; J:ailro'ld Co. i·s. Burrows, 33 Mich. 6; Jrallrath vs. JJ" hittek1 ncl. 26 Kan. 482.
I n the present cvc:e the burning of the cotton was the result of
an nc.:cidcutal or collateral injury, between wllich and the delily in
selling thl:'rc was no ucce.ssary or natural conncclic n. The fire
mu:ot be regar<lcd as the proximate, and tho delay as the remote,
caase of the lot:s of tlie cotton. The damages, for which the jury
were instrucletl the deftlutlants wonld be liable, were too remote.
RcYC1scd and r1;waudud.

( 73

GEOilGU,

HA'fCIIER vs.

418.)
CO~IER.

(Supreme Court of Georgia, September, 188,S.}

Plaintiffs sued defendants on n. note on open account. Dcfe:ndants introdncecl cvi<lcnc.:e to show thnt they obtained a loan Crom
plaintiffs and shipped them two lots of cottCln; tho firc:;t lot th ey
instrnclc<l plaintiffs to sample and put on the market, ancl pay the
note '\ ith the procc1 a~; they wrote plui11lil!s to hold sccoud lot for
instru ctions; ho th of th<·~e in struct ions Wl•re Yiolate1l; the cot ton
was sold when tho price hu<l clcprceiutctl, and the proceeds were
credi t.eel ou tho 1u.:cou11 t. Defendants cl:iirne<l that the note wns
paid, uwl ulso claim ed a rcconpmcnt fur the di1forcnco Lclwccn
what the cotlou brought nn<l wbut it would hu.ro Lrought if tho
instructions hn,1 Lcc11 folJo,wil.
l'Jni n ti1Te m:sor lod that they hno sold the first lot o! cot ton as
eoon as they could, im<l crcJit1•d tl10 proc<'ods on the ucrount.
'l'hc) admitted t1rnl thuy sold tho sccorn1 lot contrary to inst.rue-
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UNDISCLOSED 'PRINCIPAir-Continued.

1!50; Kayton vs. Barnett , 1!54; Beymer ""· B01t8all, 654; Cleveland va.
Pearl, 056; Byington vs. Simpson, 658.
liable for purcbasE>S by agent.: Hubbard w. Ten.brook, 867; Watteau
vs. l <"'enwick, 367.
right to sue on contract ma.de by agent: Huntington 11a. Knoo:, 687.
right to sue on sea.led contract made by agent: Briooa t1a. Partridge,
436.

UNDUE INFLUENCE.
by attorney on client: St011.t t1a. Smith, 628.
UNINCORPORATED ABSOCIATIOlCCS, (See CLUllS; SoCII:TIEB; P.utn.'ERSHIP.)

USAGE,
effect of, in aiding interpretation of powers: LeRcy va. Beard, 382;
Hil.Jbard VB. Peek, 403.
may confer power to warrant goods sold: Pickert v•. :Marston, 411.
how affecta powers and duties of factors: Phillips va. Moir, 671; Warner va. Martin, 678.
evidence of in fixing attorney's compensation: Stanton va. Embrey, 631.
W AGES,
servant continuing after termination of term, presumed to be at old
wages: Standard Oil Co. vs. Gilbert, 273.
when agent wrongfully discharged may recover : Howard vs. Daly, 526;
Liddell vs. Chidester, 686.
WAR,
terminnwa agency: Insuranc. Co. va. Davia, 886.
WAREHOUSEMEN,
duty as to delivery of goods: Insurance Co. ti&. Kiger, 686.
WARRANTY,
authority of selling agent to give: Smith m. Tracy, lM.
given by special agent, not binding: Bryant VB. Moore, 85~.
covenant of, when may be given by agent to sell land: u Rcy 114.
Beard, 882: Peters vs. Farnsworth, 887.
of personal property, when agent may give: Pickert VB. Marston, 411.
WARRANTY OF AUTHORITY,
agent impliedly makes when: Kroeger'Os. Pitcairn, 1501; SimmOM v&.
.More, 605; Patterson vs. Lippincott, 507; Petera VB. Farnsworth, 887;

B ush vs. Oole, 650.
agent liable where there i8 no principal: .LewU w. Tilton, 510.
by auctioneer: Bt.LBh ti& Cole, 650.
WIIOLE TIME,
of agent when belongs to principal: Leach oa. Railroad Co., 480; ~
ringer vs. Meyer, 289.
WIFE,
may appoint hW!band her agent: Weisbrod vs. Railtc(ly Co., 81; Nash
va. Mitchell, 83.
may be agent for her husband: Cox u. lloffman. 89; Benjamin vs.
Ben,Jamin. 72.

